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LJniversry Maine
First Endowed Summer Public lntelest
Fellowship to Honor Horace S, Libby
Law School Receives $ I OO,OOO Bequest
The Law School has received a
bequest of $100,000 from the estate of,
Beryl B. Libby, mother of long-time
Fublic Utilities Commission general
counsel Horace S. Libby. Libby worked
f,or the PUC for 18 years and died at his
desk ofa heart attack at age 49 on
March 2,1982.
After his deatlU his friends and
family established the Horace S. Libby
Scholarship Fund" which is awa¡ded
each year to a sn¡dent who "will, as a
lawyer, exempli$ that dedication to the
life of the law and to the public welfare
which cha¡acterized Horace Libby's
professional career."
Admired by everyone who came in
contact with him, Libby was known for
his sense offairness, dedication and
kind, gentle manner, as well as his
ability as an attorney. He was widely
credited with taking a two-lawyer
offrce and transforming it into a small
effective law firm, committed to
prol.ecting the interests of Maine utility
customers.
Libby, who spent a year at the
University of Maine School of Law,
graduated from Suffolk and New York
Uruversity Law Schools, gladuating
Number 5l
Ho¡ace S. Líbby ú a PUC heañng
in the lote 1970's
first in his 1962 Sutrolk class. He was a
strong supporter of thç University of
Maine System and the Law School's
role in the System.
When Mrs. Libby decided to leave
$100,000 to the Law School; she
specified that part of the bequest be
added to the eústing Horace Libby
Scholarship Fun( to insu¡e that at
least one student receive a Libby
Scholarship annually, in the future. She
wanted the Law School to use the rest
Spring 1994
of the bequest at their discretion. That
allowed the endowment of the LibbY
Summer Public Interest Fellowship.
*From what I have learned about
Horace Libby," Dean Donald Zillman
çai4'I am sure that he would feel very
good about having the ñrst endowed
summer public interest fellowship
named to honor him. He was dedicated
to working to improve the lives of
Maine citizens. Summer public interest
fellowships are awarded to students
demonstrating a commitment to public
service. Their summer work benefits
the public interest."
Funds currently available for these
fellowships, Dean Zillman pointed out,
are now dependent on annual ñ¡ndrais-
ing. The establishment of endowed
summer public interest fellowships will
insure the pennanenc€ of the fellow-
ship program. *I hope the Horace
Libby Fellowship is the first of many
endowed summer public interest
fellowships," he commented
To read more about the Summer
Fublic Interest Fellowship Progran¡ see
the article in this newsletter detailing
some of the work done last summer by
fellowship recipients. I
Portland, Maine
ie Ouarter/ry'Alumniru(
Distinguished Jurist Visits Law School
Judge Charles |leìner talks qbout
ADR trends
Judge Chzules Weiner, Senior Judge
for the United States District Court for
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
spent two days at the Lâw School,
March 7-8. As the first Distinguished
Visiting Jurist at the Law School, he
interacted with faculty and students in
a variety of settings, including meet-
ings, panels, semina¡s and informal
discussions, lunches and dinners.
Accompanied by his wife, Edna,
Judge Weiner started the first day with
a tour of the Cumberland Legal Aid
Clinic, meetings with Clinic Director,
Frofessor Michael Mullane and Clinic
staff, and a question and answer
session with student interns.
After a seminar lunch with faculty,
Judge Weiner joined Law Professor I-.
Kinvin Wroth and Professor Craig
McEwen, Bowdoin College Depart-
ment of Sociology and Anthropology,
to discuss, "ADR: Arc the Triat
Lawyers Ready?" The exchange
centered around the growing interest in
Maine and nationally for widespread
use ofalternative dispute resolution in
civil liugation and the readiness of the
tna.l bar in expediting the resolution of
disputes.
That evening, Judge Weiner and
Maine Supreme Court ChiefJustice
Daniel Wathen'65 and Justice David
Roberts donnedtheir robes tojudge the
Prize Argument. Dave Cogliano, Jon
Gale, Bill Norbertand ChrisRoach, all
' 9 5 ar gued Fe de ra I De posi t I nsurance
C o r p, v. M ey e r, wl'jchde¿lt with the
right of individuals to bring damages
actions against federal agencies for
violation of their constitutional rights.
On Tuesday morning, Judge Weiner
spoke to students in Professor Mel
Za¡r's Federal Courts class about his
experiences as a Federal Court Judge.
In the afternoon, he participated in a
panel discussior¡ "The Law and
Fractice of Mass Tort Cases," in
Frofessor Don Zillman's Torts class.
Other panelists were two of Maine's
most experienced asbestos litigators"
William G. Higbee, of McTeague,
Iligbee, Libner, MacAdam, Case and
.I. Rubin, of Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer
and Nelson, a defense attorney"
Frofessors Zillman and Gregory
moderated the discussion.
Judge Weiner estimated that over the
past I 5 years several hund¡ed thousand
iszues they are examining in classes,"
said Dean Zillman. "I hope that Judge
Weiner's visit will be the first of an
arurual Distinguished Jurist/Practitioncr
Visit." I
beneñtted and not have all the money
go to people less sick and their law-
yers," said Weiner. "It \ras important
not to drive companies bankrupt before
that happened." He decided to settle
the cases in blocks.
Different vieupoints about how well
justice was served and how such
liability cases shouldbe handled made
f,or interesting interchanges. "Ilaving
Judge Weiner here for two days gave
students and faculty a wonderfrrl
to learn more about a
Juúíce Davíd Roberts, Chíef fusfice Døníel llúhen '65, and Judge Charles
l{eÍne¡ hea¡dthe híze Argumenf, presented by lon GøIe, Davi.d CoglÍøno, Bíll
Norbert and Chrìs Roøch, all '95. The híze Arguers are the four students whose
pedormønces are judged beú duríng the Moot Court Team competilionJùrst
semeúer.
I
cases involving
peopleexposed
asbestos havebeen
frled in the federa-l
courts. Litigation
beganinthe 1970's,
he said. In July, I 98 l,
whenover3,000
attorneys had become
involved in asbestos
litigation, hewas
askedtotake overthe
managementofthe
asbestoscases.
"I wanted to have
the cases settled in
such a way that the
sickest people
the illness anddeathof
to
Deøn ZíIInan íntroduced the pønel to hk Torts class otil
other intereúed lìsteners: Bíll Higbeeo Judge Weíner,
Pder Rubín ønd hofessor Gregory.
King DaY Features Scales-Tlent
Why are we so stuck here? llave we
circled back only to come face-to-face
with ourselves one moretime? JudY
Scales-Trent, Professor ofLaw at
SUNY-Bufralo, challenged the Ma¡tin
Luther King, Jr. DaY audience to
question how fa¡ we have advanced in
s-otving the problem of race relations in
the United States.
On Monday, January 17, Scales-
Trent ølked to an audience from the
University of Southern Maine and Law
School communities and the public,
She called her speeclq 'Law and
Social Change: When Winning Means
Losing."
Dean Donald Zillman greeted Scales-
Trent as "a good friend come home"-
she had participated in the:'Gender and
Justice" conference sponsored by the
Women's Law Association two Yea¡s
ago. Words of welcome were offered by
USM President Richard Pattenaude, and
Black Law Student Association Presi-
dent Mel Walker presented Scales-Trent
with a plaque commemorating hervisit
totheLawSchool.
A former supervising attorney for the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, Scales-Trent is an expert
on race and gender issues at Sul.ry-
Buffalo. It was Bufralo's history of
school desegregation she detailed in
probing tÏe state of race relations and
the role of law in social change.
Despite state and federal laws
mandating integrated schools, Buffalo
did not begin integrating its schools
until a lawsuit was filed in the mid-
1970's. People were afraid that Buffalo
would experience the turmoil that had
occurred in Boston when school
integration was mandated there. It did
not.
Why it did not, Scales-Trent said,
was attributable to the three major
players in the task ofintegrating
Buffalo's schools. The judge "was
5¿wy about how to get things done. He
was actively involved. He thought time
was needed, so he gave Buffalo time 
-five years to totally desegregate."
The school superintendent was also
sawy and a person of vision, she said.
"He saw desegregation as a chance to
improve schools, a catalyst for change.
He sold the idea of better schools, not
desegregation.l' The third important
player, the CatholicBishop, issued a
statement of support for desegregation,
noting that Catholic schools would not
Martin Luther Kíng, Jr. Day
speaker, hofessor Juþ Scale*
Trent
welcome whites fleeing from integra-
tion.
By 1988, the New York Times was
writing about the zuccessñ.rl integra-
tion of Bufralo schools. Buffalo was at
the top of New York's five major
cities in reading/writing skills, Scales-
Trent stated. "It sounds like a true
victory, but I'm not real clear of the
nature of the victory," she said.
"'What has now happened is a second
generation desegregation problem."
What goes on in the schools, she
asked. How are black students being
treated? Black str¡dents have a high
drop-out rate, she said. They are over-
referred to special ed classes. There
are still not enough black teachers or
administrators. Overall test scores are
up, but the scores are not broken down
by race.
"This has all happened before in
Buffalo," said Scales-Trent. During the
1870's Buffalo integrated its schools.
"Does this mean the process of
integration must be done every 50 years
in Buff¿lo?" she asked. "It makes my
heart sink."
An{ she noted, she is talking about
more thanjustBuffalo. LindaBrown, of
Brown v. Board ofùducationfame, now
a grandmother, hasjust fi led another
lawzuitagainstTopeka.
"I doh't know how to understand
this," Scales-Trent said. "Why does
every group in America getto assimilate
except us?" A major problenl she is
convinced, is America's categorization
ofpeopleby race, withthe status ofthe
lower gloup determining the category.
"When America says this is how we will
create racial identity, America is saying
the stigma of African descent is so strong
it can never dissipate. The taint oflesser
and inferior is built into the wordblack,"
she said. "And elery time we use üte
words black and white we reinforce
this."
Where do we go from here, she asked.
"sometimes I"m.clear about the value of
what lawyers do to make peoples' lives
better, but sometimes I'm struckby how
little we can do," Scales-Trent said.
"Lau5rers are pretty gggd at moving
goods and services aroundbut caä't do
anything to affect the underþing
dynamicbetweenparties," she added.
"I'm not sure whether we've made
progress in America. Things arebetter
for me, but I know the lives of,millions of
black Americans arealotworse." I
Black Løw SYudmts Associ wn hesídent Mel ll/alker wíth plaque cotunemorol-
íng past and present Maftín Luther King, fr. Day speokers USM Presidenf
Ríchard Púenaude, Judy Scale*Trent and l)esn Zìllmøn look on.
Annual Scholarship Reception Held
Bill Norbert '95, student speaker
Ralph 
.Lancøster,
Maíne Fellaws of the Amerícan
College of Tríøl Lawyers, wífh
Emîly Broadheød'94, recípícnt of
the ACTL Scholørshíp
Jím Gunson '95 and )llenþ
Spargo '95 teùfh Marjorie Baírd
ønd her son, Douglos.
The Annual Scholarship Reception
was held on Friday, March 4. More
scholarships than ever before were
awarded this year. The generosity of,
donors, the establishment of several
new scholarships during the past few
years, and increased suppoft from the
Annual Fund made possible assistance
to 49 students.
The Scholarship Reception brought
together the sh¡dents who received
scholarships this year with the people
who have created or helped create the
scholarships. Many students had a
chance to personally thank those
rêsponsible for the assistance they are
receiving. The donors had a chance to
learn more about the recipients and to
hea¡ first-hand the impact of their
generosity.
Dean Don Zillman paid tribute to both
donors and students. Two students
spoke about the difference their
scholarships made to them, Bill Norbert
"95, recipient of the Horace S. Libby
Scholarship, and Wendy Spargo '94,
recipient of the Kenneth and Marjorie
Baird Scholarship. Both talked about
the connection theyfelt to the commu-
nity through being awarded these
particular scholarships. Wendy Spargo
has also had the oppornrnity to get to
know Mrs. Baird during the past trvo
years. Mrs. Baird,.who always takes the
two Baird Scholarship recipients to
lunch eachyear, explaine.d how, in
1966, she and her husband Ken had
decided to establish a scholarship fund
to help married students, once their own
child¡en were through college. I
Assocíøtíon, t¿,
Wendy Spargo'94,
s¡teøker
Maggíe Baírd spoke øbout the
Baírd Scholarshíp.
M íke Augu&íni' 9 5, Bernúeín Scholarshíp recípicnt, flør t
by Andy '80 ønd Sumner Bernsteín.
the
A lumni Associøtìon Scholarship recipìents, Símone Paradi;,
Anna Zímmetmøn, ønd Aprìl Greene, all'95.
Led
One of the pleasures of deaning is
sharing the satisfaction of faculty
accomplishments. The lag rwo
months have been nch in such
events. While I risk missing some
accomplishments, I want to let you
know about doings outside the
classroom. The life of the firll-time
faculty member should involve a
rnix of scholarship and public
service along with teaching.
Ideally, all feed ofreach other 
-
what happens in the classroorn
encourages scholarly resea¡ch or
public service activity and those
activities, in turn, generate informa-
tion and experience that enriches
the classroom experience.
This mixrure should combine
activity at the local, state, national
and international levels. We would
not be a good state law school if all
acúvities had no relevance to
Maine. We would not serve our
students or the State, however, if,
facutty reputations, projects and
Trevor Hughes '95 ß teøchíng juniors the rules of
evídence in Greely High's Advanced U.S. Hístory Class
Thøy øre preparíngfor a mocktríal exercíse whích deøls
wílh an afirmotìve actíon case. This year the Teøcher/
Law Student hogram paired 17 low úudenß vtifh
teachersfrom 14 schools ín Southern Maíne, íncludìng
the Maíne Youth Center and the Governor Boúer School
for the deaf, Eøch student conducts síx to eíght classes on
legøl topics of ínterest to the class and ínúrudor. The
ptogtøm ß conduc,ted by Maíne Lø*Reloted Educúíon,
ø grant-funded progrøm ofthe Law SchooL
interests stopped at Maine's borders.
Among activities in early 1994:
. Kinvin Wroth was recognized at
Maine's Winter Bar Meeting as the
only the third Mainer, following Chief
Justices Williamson and McKusick" to
receive the American Judicature
Society's Heóert Harley Award. The
list of Kinvin's æntributions to Maine
rulemaking could go on for pages.
. Colleen Khoury is leading Chief
Justice Wathen's Task Force on Gender
Bias in Maine Courts, one of the most
important iszues on the public agenda.
Her leadership is already being
recognized outside lvfaine; she has
accepted Chief Judge Br€yer's invita-
tion to serve on a simila¡ panel for the
United States Fißt Circuit Court of
Appeals.
. David Gregory and I have joined
Jack Simmons in proofing 800 pages of
text for the soon-to-be-published Maine
Tort Law.
. Alison Rieser has been selected as
Chair-Elect of the Natural Re-
sources Section of the American
Association of Law Schools. Alison
joins Kinvin (chair of the Canadian-
U.S. Section) in leading their
sections, a nice national recognition
by colleagues.
. Marty Rogotrhas organized
plans for a week-long visit from
.students at the Universite du Maine
in L€Manq France. This exchange
is a result of lvla¡ry's teaching visit
to France last spring.
. We have received ow first e-mail
rnessages (the wonders of modern
communications) from Fulbrigþt
Scholar Dave Cluchey in his post in
the Financial Academy of the
Russian Federation in Moscow,
where a fellow named Gorbachev
occasionally hangs his har David
repofts on a very grim world and a
very unpredictable frrture.
Not surprisingly, other law
schools have been busy this year
trying to recruit some of our best
people. So far, there a¡e no losses
to report, but several serious
courtships are still in progless. We
are flattered by the attentioû but
concerned that budgetary realities
are putting our best people at risk.
This leads me to close with
hearfelt thanks foryour support of
the 1993 Annual Fund, detailed
elsewhere in this newsletter. It
comes at a crucial time. It will help
us provide students with schola¡-
ships and zummer public interest
fellowships, and zupport the French
exchange visit and the visit from
Judge Wiener. To keepourgood
faculty, however, we will also need
to raise money for professorships
and research support. Thisñrnd
raising will be part of planned giving
efforts now underway. t will report
toyou about these efrorts in more
detail in future newsletters. t
ILnnllonaldN. Zillrnon
Deanb Column
French Exchange Prcgram Begun
"We are tremendously alike,"
Professor Martin Rogoff comments.
"The dominant political ideas in
today's world developed at the same
time in France and the United States:
human rights, the separation of powers,
the sovereignty of the people. Yet the
relationship between France and the
United States has always been some-
what tense."
Six students and foul faculty ofthe
Université du Maine Faculté de Droit et
des Sciences Économiques in Le Mans,
France, along with two lawyers,
including the former President of the
Ba¡ of LeMans, spent Febnnry 27-
March 5 at the Law School. T'he idea of
an exchange program with the
Université began when Professor
Rogofftaught there a year ago. The
visit offered an oppornrnity for the
French and Maine participants to learn
more about the legal and political
institutions of each other's country. It
was a packed week.
hofessors Colleen Khoury ønd
Gilles Cofrereau take aturn on
the danceJloor.
The group was greeted at Logan
Airport on Saturday, February 26, and
spent most of Sunday sightseeing in
Boston, guided by Professor Rogoffand
Matt O'Brien '95. They were weþ
comed to Maine at a reception and
dinner at Don and Linda Zillman's
house, where the French visitors met
their hosts and others, including York
County District Attorney Mike Cantara
'81, Hon. Andre Janelle'75, and Susan
Hunter '76, President-Elect of the
Maine Bar Associal"ion.
Each of the visitors stayed with a law
student, faculty member, or, in the case
of the Le Mans attorneys, with Julie
Finn and Rob Ruesch, both '90. The
student hosts included Ch¡is
L'Hommedieu '95, Michelle Dolley
'95, Mary Alice Johnson '95, J.T.
Mann '95, Chris Maclean '96 and
Lynne Marra '96. The faculty hosts
were Don Zillma+ Orlando Delogr¡
Colleen Khoury and Marty Rogoff.
Each morning began with a seminar
covering different aspects of constitu-
tional law in France and the United
States. Professor Rogoffbegan with an
overview, and faculty and students
covered federalism, judicial review, the
role ofthe courts in protection ofcivil
rights and liberties and the separation
of powers. All French presenters were
students; each was required to prepare
a paper for presentation as part of
participating in the exchange progam.
In the afternoons, seminars on
immigration law topics were presented.
trn addition, the French visitors
attended Professor Gregory's Remedies
class and Professor Petruccelli's Civil
Procedure class.
On Tuesday, the group traveled to
Augusta" where they toured the State
House and the Blaine House, and sat in
on a committee hearing.
Lunch with Hon. Kermit Lipez
preceded a visit to Superior Court on
Wednesday afternoon, where Lipez
hea¡d a ca,se involving a barroom brawl
tried by Karen Dostaler '89 and Ed
Folsom'84.
At an Inns of Court session on
Thursday, the visitors watched Profes-
sor Judy Potter and Peter DeTroy '72
do a mock negotiation of a settlement
between a town manager and a police
chief at odds with each other.
The visit ended with a traditional
Lobster Bake at the Stone House in
Freepqrt, hosted by Ndary Tousignant
'82 and her husband Chich and Bill
MacDonald '95. 'The atmosphere was
warm and convivial," said Professor
Rogoff, "and it was the best lobster
bake I've ever attended. It was a great
way to cap a tremendously successfr¡l
visit."
Facuþ andúudents
Lm, School and the Uníversílé da
Maíne gúherfor ø lobúer bøke ú
the Stone House.
Rogofr believes tlte exchange
participants learned a lot about each
other's institutiotrs. "We also learned
about each other as people. Stereotypes
disappeared as we got to know each
other, all of which is importånt in these
days ofa shrinking globe, especially in
tight of our Franco-American heriøge
inMaine."
French ¿¡d Maine participants hope
this visit will be the first of an annual
exchange proglam. The plan is to have
a sirnilar contingent of Maine students'
faculty and members of the bar spend a
week at the Université du Maine next
yeaf.t
Facuþ ønd du MaÍne, Le Mans, France: (seúed
lcfi to rìghQ Kafine Douzamí, Enmanuelle Ldang, Aurélì'e Gougeon, Fa¡¿s
Zødí; (úøndíng lefi to ríghQ Yalérie Chemíneau,
holessors Pierre-Henrí hélot, Gill.es Coüereau,
Claudíne Víard, fean-Phílíppe Antoine
Dean Chrîstophe Guefríer,
ønd Martín Rogolf, Madame
Wroth Doubly Honored
Receives National American Judicature
Society and Mncent L. McKusick Awards
Law Schools at the January, \994
Annual Meeting.
Frofessor lililliam W. Wells was on
the panel, "Computer Assiste.d'Practice
of Law: Electronic Information
Resources," at the Maine State Bar
Association Annuât Winter Meeting in
January. He discussed the use ofnon-
t¡aditionaL/legal computer datâbases
and how the use of the Internet will, in
three to five years, change manY law
practices.
Professor L. Kinvin \ilroth's book
review of Glimpses of Canadian Legal
History, edited by Dale Gibson and W.
Welsey Pue and published in 1991 bY
the Legal Resea¡ch Institute of the
University of Manitoba, was published
in the Autumn 1993 issue of the
American Review of Canadian Studies.
At the January 1994 meeting of the
Association of American Law Schools,
Professor Wroth was elected 1994
Chair of the Section on Canadian-
American Cooperation.
Dean Donald N. Zillman was
elected to a second term on the Execu-
tive Boa¡d of the Environmental Law
Section of the American Association of
Law Schools. He wrote an OP-Ed
article, "Political Leadership without
Military Service,".published in the
December 30, 1993, Christian Science
Monitor. On January 18, 1994, he
rnoderated and participated in a panel
discussion, "2020 Vision: Looking
Forwa¡d to the Next Centur5l," the
second of a four-part forum sponsored
by the Greater Portland Landmarks
Council. At the April, [994 Interna-
tional Bar Association Seminar on
Energy and Natural Resources Law in
Barcelona, SpairL he will chair thE
panel discussion "Trade in Energy and
Natural Resou¡ces."
Professor Colleen À KhourY,
Visiting Lecturer H. Cabanne
Howard, part-time writing instructor
Margaret McGaughey, and Charles
Harvey '74 were elected in December,
1993 to the membershiP of The
American Law Institute, a nationwide
organization of leading lawyers and
law professors. I
The American Judicafure Society, a
preeminent body of the legal commu-
nity, has honored Professor L. Kinvin
Wroth with the Herbert Harley Award
for his outstanding work to make
lasting changes and to improve the
administration of justice in Maine.
A founder and past president of the
Maine Bar Foundation, Wroth chaired
the steering committee of the
Foundation's Legal Needs Commis-
sion. He is vice+hair of its Access to
Justice Committee. He was chair of the
Alternative Dispute Resolution Task
Force of the Maine Court Futu¡es
Commission and is a consultant to the
Supreme Judicial Court's ADR
Planning and Implementation Commit-
tee. He is on tìe board of Pine Tree
Legal Assistance, Inc. and has served
on the board of the National Associa-
tion of IOLTA programs.
Soon after loining the faculty in
1964, Wroth worked on a supplement
to Maine Civil Practice and has
updated it several times since. His work
product cont¿ins more than 20 titles on
Maine law and practice. He was
coeditor of Legal Papers ofJohn
Adams and editor-in-chief of Province
in Rebellion. For almost a quarter
century, he has been active in drafting
rules of procedure, evidence, and
professional and judicial conduct for
both Maine and Vermont.
The Herbert Harley Award was
presented to Wroth Friday night,
January 21, at the banquet of the Maine
State Bar Association's winter meeting.
Named for the Society's founder, these
awards are presented at the state level
to recognize individuals who have
significantly contributed to improving
the administration of justice. Past
Maine recipients are former Maine
Supreme Judicial Court Chief Justice
Robert B. Williamson, now deceased,
and retired Chief Justice Vincent L.
McKusick.
Wroth was also honored by the Matne
trial judges the previous evening with
the Vincent L. McKusick Award. Upon
the retirement of Chief Justice
McKusick, the trial justices and judges
of Maine's Superior, District and
Administrative Courts established this
award. It is presented annually to an
individual who has personally contrib-
uted to the improvement of courts, the
administration ofjustice and the
delivery ofjudicial services in Maine. I
Frofessor L. Kínvin ll/roth
Faculty News
In January 1994, Professor ColleenÀ Khoury was appointedby Chief
Judge Stephen Breyer to be a member of
the seven-member First Circuit Gender
Bias Task Force chaired by Chief Judge
Carmen C. Cerezo, U.S. District Court
for the District of Puerto Rico, and
Margaret Marshall, Vice President and
General Counsel of Harvard University.
Professor and Associate Dean
Michaet B. Lang spoke on "Why All
Taxpayers Should Be Required to Use
the Cash Method of Accounting" to the
Committee on Teaching Taxation d
the American Bar Association Section
of Taxation Meeting in Houston, held
ln January, 1994. His presentation was
reported on in "Whither Tax Account-
ing Methods?" in the FebruarY 7th
issue of the tax publication, Tax Notes.
Professor Alison Rieser was elected
1994 Chair of the Natural Resources
Section of the Association of American
Jessup Teem,
Captunes Best
Oralist Awald
A dispute among the states of
Freedonia, Balboa, Draconia and
Laboria is the problem facing partici-
pants in the 1994 Jessup International
Moot Court Competition, the largest
and oldest moot court competition.
Chris L'Hommedieu's arguments won
him the utle of best oralist at the
Northeast Regionals, held at Fordham
University Law School in New York
City on February 56.
Malne fielded a team for the Jessup
competition for the first time since
1990. Its members were Mary-Alice
Johnson, Matthew O'Brien, Michelle
Dolley and Chris L'Hommedieu, all
'95.
Fourteen schools, including Boston
College, Boston lJniversity, Cornell,
Columbia, and sixty-seven oralists
competed. In addition to
L'Hommedieu being named best
oralist, Matthew O'Brien placed flfth
among tfte oralists.
The problem they argued was an
application by Freedonia to the
International Court of Justice to
adjudicate whether natboa trad
violated international law in detaining,
with intent to forcibly repatriate,
citizens from neighboring Draconia
and Laboria. Draconia has a miserable
minority human rights record; Laboria
is in the midst of a bloody civil war.
The key issues centered on Balboa's
tessup Tea,m:
Johnson, Mú
L'HonmedÍeu, Míchelle Dollq, Mary
O'Brien, all'95
right to resolve what it perceived to be
its own sovereign problems of immi-
gration and Freedonia's right to hold
another nation accountable for human
rights standards it considered so
universal to be binding on all nations.
The competition follows on tlre heels of
the U.S. Supreme Court's upholding
forcible repatriation of llaitian asylum-
seekers while on thc high seas in Sa/e
v. Haitian Centers Council.
Boston College won best brief and an
oralist award; Columbi4 also the
recipient ofan oralist award, defeated
B.C. in the final round. At press time,
Mainel team had notyet learned how
they ranked among the 14 competitors.
'lWe are very proud oJthe achieve-
ments of this teanl" said Dean Don
Zillman. 'To have our students
selected best oralist, along with ñfth
best, in zuch a prestigious competition
demonstrates once again that lvfaine is
a formidable moot court forc,e." I
llhen fudílh Plqno ønd Anne Underwood, both 
'93)
began ønsweríng questíans on the Board of Bar Examín-
ers' applìcúían to tahc the Møine bar, they found
queííons they thought were illegaL They belìcved the
ånquírícs ínto mental health híúo¡íes ønd requeúsfor ,
complúe rel.eose of all medìcal records víolúed the
Amerícan í'ìth Dísab¡lifí¿s Ad- They challenged the
l"S"líty of these queúíon* The Law Court øgreedwith
Underwood snd Plnno. Because the case wos thefirÍ of
many símílør pendíng cases to be decíded by a Stde
Supreme Coutrt, the decßíon sd øn ímportant precedent
natìonwí.de. Thqt were represented by Peter Fessenden
'74 ønd Peter Munay, who taught both Underwood and
Plsno ú the Law SchooL A seülement on úorneys'fees
was reached, also øn ímportant precedenl
Class of l9-ú,8 Confenence Room Dedicated
Stearns Bryant ønd Duncan McØachern chú ú dedÍcúíott
Alumni Relations Director Joan
Amerling thanked the Class of 1968 
-those present and those not able to be
at the dedication 
- 
for their enthusi-
asm and commitment. "It was wonder-
fr¡l to work with zuch agrcatgroup of
people on a project of importance to
the Law School," she sai4 "and then
to see how pleased they were to get
together at their 25th Reunion and
renew old friendships, and how pleased
they were to make this gift."
The Conference Roomwas totally
refurbished. Changes included a nerv
ceiling, new lighting, new wiring to
accommodate computers, new carpet-
ing, wallpaper with a chair rail, new
finish on the doors, and handcrafted
oak tables and chairs. Those deserving
special thanks for their help in trans-
forming Room 429 into the Class of
1968 Conference Room included
Professor and Law Librarian Bill Wells,
and Kent Dover, USM Department of
Facilities Management. r
"The Class of 1968 has.made a
significant contribution to the School,"
said Dean Donald Zillman at the
informal "formal" dedication of the
Class of 1968 Conference Room on
Ma¡ch I l. A ñrst-class conference
room was badly needed and will be
used for Board of Visitors and Alumni
tsoa¡d meetings as well as by students.
The contribution goes beyond the grft
itse[ Dean Zillman pointed out. "The
Class of 1968 has set a precedent for
other 25th Reunion classes, which
makes the contribution one from which
the School will benefit every year for
years to come."
Four members of the Class of 1968,
Duncan McEachern, Stearns Bryant,
Faul Hirsch and David Gregory,
attended the dedication. Each said a
few words about their connections to
the School, what they felt the School
gave them, and why they felt it
important to give something back to
the School.
Paul Hírsch, Davíd Gregory, Stearns Bryønt and Duncan McEqchern, all '68,
&and neú to the Class of 1968 Conference Room plaque ønd Class of 1968
photo.
hofessor Orlando Delogu talks
wìth Paul Hírsch, Stearns Bryont
qnd Duncan Mcûachern, who were
omong hísfuú Éudents úthe Law
School
a
E
U
Steørns Bryant and Davìd Gregory
How I Spent My Summer Vacation
MAPIL Feltowship Recipients Find Challeng¡ng and Rewalüing Work
Each year the Maine Association for
Public Interest Law (MAPIL) awards
fellowships to students working in
surnmer public interest jobs. MAPII
raises frrnds for the fellowships through
an annual str¡dent" faculty and staff
pledge drive and an auction. Additional
funds are raised through Annual Fund
contributions.
For zummer '93 a tot¿l of $21,500
was awa¡ded to ll students, enabling
them to take jobs they othenvise could
not have afforded to accept, and
enabling public interest organizations
to employ str¡dents they might other-
wise not have been able to hire. As one
recipient put it, "While I personally
benefited from the MAPIL gant" and
might not have been able to accept
such a volunteer job without the
ñnancial aid, I like to think others 
-the various citizens I worked with and
the attorneys I assisted 
- 
beneñted
from my work as well." The following
is an account of some of their experi-
ences.
Louíse Berlín '95
I¡uise Berlin '95 spent last summer
creating a computerized system which
tracks the legal status ofhabitual
abusers of women for the Family Crisis
Shelter in Portland. "The goal was to
help the criminal justice system
become more efficient in prosecuting
repeat offenders who abuse women and
their children," Berlin isaid, "and to
help the Shelter begin to use Maine's
new habitual offender law."
To decide what data to include in the
files, she met with experts at the
Shelter's.Outreach Office and those
prosecuting domestic violence cases. In
conductirtg her research, Berlin found
no other g¡oups in the country that
have created such a database; "This
seems to tre a groundbreaking project "
she commented.
During the summer, Berlin entered
information on'1,075 abusers into the
data base. She also taught volunteers
how to keep the files up to date. The
information is already being used by
shelter staffand police detectives. The
District Attorney's Office also intends
to use the file, she said.
The project "is a nucleus ofa
potential network that could encompass
all of Maine and beyond," Berlin said.
"Domestic violence abuse knows no
boundaries. Women often flee across
state lines and a¡e purzued by their
abusers. The potential usefrrlness ofthe
project has made working on it a
privilege."
Rìck Foss'94
Interning at the Whitman-Walker
Clinic in Washinglor¡, D.C. "was
immensely satis$ing and personally
rewarding" said Rick Foss t94. "I
was able to learn a great deal and
perhaps more importantly, I was able to
help a number of people who very
much needed that help."
"I learned a considerable bit aþout
both substantive law aqd the practical
side of lawyering," Foss said. He
researched a variety of iszues, from the
impact and influence of the Americans
with Disabilities Act on employer¡
sponsored health insurance to the
intelligent use of the Family and
Medical Leave Act for those planning
to leave work permanently due to AIDS
illness. He dealt with government
entitlement" child custody and immi-
gration issues. He also helped d¡aft a
proposal for D.C. ordinances on HIV
testing and confidçntiality of HIV and
AlDS-related medical information.
Foss also had "an enolmous amount
of contact with clients,"' he said. *I
really was able to learn how to deal
with clients, and what to expect of
them and what theYcould and should
expectfrom me," he commented. "I
consider my $unmer to have been
incredibly well-spent. "
Lea-Annefameson'95
"I had an absolutely fantastic sum-
mer!" said Lea-Anne Jameson t95 of
her intern experience atPine Tree Legal
Assistance. "I answered questions on
virtually every zubject that a low-income
client could ask," said Jâmesor¡
"ranging from food stamp reductions to
used carfraud. I did it all."
Pine Tree Legal provides civil legal
services to low-income people of
Maine. Jameson's intenrship was with
the Portland office which serves
southern lvfaine. In addition to helping
people with specific problems, most in
the landlord/tenant and administrative
law areas, she spent time on research
and client education. "I wrote informa-
tion pamphlets on how to get a student
loan out ofdefault and how to sue a
landlord in small claims court for the
return ofa security deposit"" said
Jatneson.
Her zummer at Pine Tree, she said,
renewed her spirit about why she had
come to law school in the first place. "I
came because I truly believe I can use
this knowledge to make someone's life
better. After my first year I became
jaded; I often found myself thinking
how naive I was for thinking that I, as
a lanyer, could actually efrect change
in thoæ things I know are wrong. At
Pine Tree, I found out that the 'pro-
cess' Professo r Tart kept talking abortt
didwo¡k.It was a great experience."
Ted Foss'95
"lt made me more certain of my
desire to become an attorney," said
Ted Foss'95 about his summer
fellowship with the Texas Civil Rights
Project in Austin. "The chance to
interact with people who need legal
help and to confront issues I would be
powerless to affect without legal
education was a reaffirming experi-
ence."
The Texas Civil Rights Project deals
with cases of constitutional violation
under the Texas State Constitution.
"We seryed predominantly indigent
people," said Foss. "As you can
imagine, the requests for representation
far ounveighed the Project's capacit¡r."
"The most interesting and, I believe,
most important case I worked on," he
said, "was representing a client in a
civil suit against the Texas Board of
Pardons and Paroles." The client,
Çonv¡cted of murder l2 years ago, had
exhausted all appeals for a stay of
execution.
ln Texas, the Governor can grant one
stay but cannot grant clemency without
the recommendation of the Board of
Pardons and Paroles, Foss explained.
"The Project brought a civil suit
seeking injunctive relief to compel the
Board to grant my client an evidentiary
hearing. Relief was granted by the state
district court and a stay ofexecution
was granted pending appeal."
"l would not have been able to do it
without the MAPIL grant," said
Alexander Leddy '95 about his
internship with the Maine Attorney
General's Ofñce. The bulk of his time,
he said, was spent working on a highly
publicized murder trial in Portland,
popularly known as the Denan trial,
after the bar at which the fight leading
to the death originated.
"Besides the opportunity to sit
through an entire trial, from jury
selection through verdict and sentenc-
ing, I was also given a gfeat deal of
responsibility," he said. He researched
questions, was involved in discussions
about the rial, and "was able to go into
chambers and hear all of the behind-
the-scenes action that is involved in the
criminal prosecution of a citizen of this
countr¡r."
Alexander Leddy'95
Leddy also worked with the General
Government Department and the
Consumer Protection Department. "tr
feel very fortunate to have seen one
aspect ofhow the state protects and
takes care of its citizens,' said Leddy
about his work on a fraud case for the
Conzumer Protection Department.
Bíll Norbert '95
Bill Norbert '95 also interned at the
Attorney General's Ofñce; he worked
for both the Consumer Protection and
Antitrust Division and the Human
Services Division. He researched and
wrote on a variety of iszues, he sai{
"and had the good fortune ofbeing
involved in a civil rights case stem-
ming from Maine's recently adopted
hate crimes statute." I{is work and the
weekly brown bag lunches with state
government attorneys, he sai{ taught
him a great deal about the inner
workings of government agencies.
"The highlight of my internship,"
Norbert said, "was working on a
homicide prosecution in South Paris."
The case involved a man shooting his
friend after losing a drunken arm
wrestling match in Gilead, Norbert
explained. "I learned a lot about the
nature of criminal law in Maine," said
Norbert, who shadowed the State's
prosecuting attorney from pretrial
conferences and voir dire through the
jury verdict. Being a 'fly on tlre wall,'
in strategy sessions, in camera confer-
ences, and waiting for the guilty
verdict, "was an experience I'll never
forget," he said.
.lon Gale'95
Jon Gale '95, past President of
MAPIL, interned at the Maine
Audubon Society. He spent much of his
summer in town halls from Ogunquit
to Georgetov*rn and at the offices of
Maine's Department of Environmental
Protectior¡ gathering and analyzing
sanddune permit application histories
at both the state and municipal levels.
Once the research was complete, Gale
said, he wrote a report outlining the
likely impact of gteater protection for
piping plovers and least terns upon
landowners bordering several southern
Maine beaches.
*I felt I was having a direct impact
on the legislative debate about what
level ofprotection should be provided
these rare birds," said Gale. "At the
same time, I learned a lot and enjoyed
the work."
Jerry Reíd'94
eee Selected for National Equal Justice Fellowship
Summer Fellowship Leads to NAPIL Award
For Aria eee '94, a Cherokee \ryoman
whose traditional Cherokee nâme
means 'wisdom eyes', tlte Summei
Public lnterest Fellowship made
possible the fulfillment of a wish she
has had since childhood: to work in
Native communities. Because Indian
legal services are scarce in the eastern
United States, eee moved to lvfaine
from the South, wherê she grew up and
attended college.
Last summer she worked as an intern
with the Passamaquoddy Tribal Court.
"l collected, organized and published
lost and existing tribal laws, ordi-
nances, resolutions and court deci-
sions," she said. "The purpose was to
create a verified, central source oflaw
so that the Tribal Court would know
which laws were in effect and have
access to the information when
needed,"
"l have never strayed from my vision
of improving the status ofNative
communities," said eee. Her awareness
of the overwhelming needs that exist in
tribal communities has motivated eee to
address social issues such as discrimina-
úon, substance abuse prevention, and
religious freedom, in addition to her
legal work. After her summer internship
was fi nished, she has maintained her
connections with the Passamaquoddy
Tribe, living on the Pleasant Point
Reservation, and is continuing her work
drafting a set ofoperating procedures for
theTrib¿l Court.
Jerry Reid '94 spent his second
srünmer of public interest work at the
Attorney General's Ofñce, in tlte
Na¡¡ral Resou¡ces and General
Government Divisions. His day-today
duties, he said, included research and
rvuting assignments designed to advise
state agencies in their operations.
"Because the AG's office is
swamped witl work," Reid com-
mented, "interns feel like valuable and
appreciated assets. He often accompa-
nied attorneys to court, he said. "I felt I
Her commitment will continue after
graduation ftom'law school in May.
Selected from hundreds of applicants,
eee is the recipient of a prestigious two-
year fellowship from the National
Association of Public Interest Law.
Arís eee '94
As a NAPIL Equal Justice Fellow,
she will work as a stafrattorney with
Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc.,
providing legal aid to members of the
Fassamaquoddy Tribe in Princeton and
Perry, Maine. She will provide general
povefy law services involving family
law, child welfare, health care, AFDC,
andgeneral assistance needs, as well as
other civil matters which arise. She
had the oppornrnity to make real
contributions on some important
cases."
Reid said he never would have been
able to spend another su¡nmèr in public
interest work withoutthe zupport he
received from the MAPIL Fellowship.
"There are a multitude of public sector
organizations that need enthusiastic
s¡un¡ner help and plenty of law
students who would love the experi-
ence," he said. "MAPIL makes it
happen." I
will advocate on behalf of tribal clients
in both tribal courts and the district
court in Calais, Maine.
The NAPIL Fellowship, awarded to
seven people nationwide, will allow eee
to continue the work she began las
sunmer. It will also enable Pine Trep
Legal Assisønce to provide critical
legal aid to tribal members whose
needs are often neglected. In mid-
Decembeç 1993, eee learned that she
was a semi-finalist in the selection
process. In January, 1994, the 42 semi-
finalists participated in regional
interviews across the United States.
"After hearing about some of the
other projects being considered," eee
commented"'rI thought my chances
were slim. Worse still, I was caught in
a huge snowstorm and got lost on the
rvay to my inten¡iew in Bostor¡
arriving an hour and a half late. Great
way to impress the person who has the
key to the job of my dreams," she said.
The interviewer was impressed,
however; in February eee \ilas notified
of her selection.."I am thrilled that I
will be able to provide legal services on
reservations where they are desperately
needed for the next two years; I will be
doing the work I came to law school to
do."
Dean Zillm¿¡n commentd "We
know Aria will continue the remark'
able dedication to the public interest
she has shown in law school. We wish
her every success in the Fellowship."l
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Reconl Annual Fundt Other: Giving
A Message from the Dean
The steady growth of our fund
raising programs demonstrates to
students, faculty, alumni, and
friends the present strength and
future potential of the University
of Maine School of Law. It is also
a visible symbol to the people of
Maine of the esteem in which the
Law School is held. As state funds
have been reduced, private gifts do
make the difference in what we can
be. Small investments in scholar-
ships, fellowships, special pro-
grams, and research can return
large dividends to our students and
to the community. Please consider
yourself investors in these pro-
grams and know that your dollars
labored by phone and in print to
get the message to their class-
mates; and from additional alumni
who joined class agenls for one of
our Annual Fund phonathons.
1993 also brought increased
financial commitments from our
alumni and friends.
. Alumní Partícípøíon Record
As the Annual Report details,
the 1993 Annual Fund resulted in
contributions far in excess of the
$120,000 goal. Alumni participa-
tion rose from 40 to 44Yo. Statis-
tics for all law schools have not yet
been reported but such a participa-
tion percentage will undoubtedly
place us in the top TQo/o of all law
schools.
" Credít to Class Agents
Much of the credit goes to the
class agents listed in the report.
The classes ofl980, 1983 and
1987 deserve special kudos.
Agents Mike Currie, Neale
Duffett, John Hobson, Chuck
Henegar, Meg Lavoie and Kristin
Gustafson put in time way beyond
the scheduled phonathons and
written appeal to substantially
increase participation by their
classes.
Overall, 19 classes increased their
percentage ofgiving over 1992. It
is a real challenge to increase the
percentage ofgiving when your
class is already giving at the 60%
level; Tom?owers and Donna
Katsiaficas '84 managed to push
their class percentage from 6O% to
6lYo.The same can be said for
agents forthe classes of1992,
1991, 1990, 1982, 1979, L977,
197 6 and 1975: their classes were
guirg at above average participa-
tion rates but nonetheless increased
those rates.
In addition to the generosity of
alumni, the support offriends is
critical to the success ofthe Annual
Fund. Anumber oflaw school
friends contributed at the Dean's
Club level, and thetotal contributed
by friends makes a tremendous
impact onthe School. Matching
gifts by a number of corporations
also make a difference
The scholarship funded by the
Cumberland County Bar Associa-
tion for the third year in a row has
made additional assistance to
students possible when scholarship
aid has become more important.
The Maine Fellows ofthe Ameri-
can College of Trial Lawyers has ,
made a commitment to not only
fund an annual scholarship but also
to build an endowmentto perma-
nently fund an ACTL Scholarship.
Support from faculty for the
Annual Fund increased in I 993, as
did supportfrom students, whogive
each year to support the Summer
Public Interest Fellowship Program.
can do great
Don
Dean and Godfrey
Professor of Law
1993 Annual Fund: Record
Giving and Alumni
Participation
1993 brought incredible commit-
ments in volunteer time from the
Annual Fund Chair, Elizabeth
Butler'79; from class agents, who
things.
/).
F'irst 25th Reunion Gift
Established by Class
of 1968
A major reason for the increased
annual fund giving in 1993 is the
start of a "new traditior¡" the 25th
R.eunion Gift. Alrnost a year before
the Class of 1968 gathered in June,
1993 for its 25th Reuniorq Faul
Hirsch, Stearns Bryant, David
Smith, Duncan McEachern and
David Morse met to plan the
reunion and commit to a reunion
gift. The class pledged $23,000 for
their reunion gift, to totally refur-
bish and buy new furniture for a
conference room on the fourth
floor of the Law Library. The
dedication of the Class of 1968
Conference Room took place on
March I l.
The Class of 1969 is currently
raising money for its 25th Reunion
Gift and is planning their gathering
this May.
Support for the Law
Library Addition
As reported last year at the time
of the dedication of the Law
Library Addition, the amount of
space provided by the new wing
would have been smaller were it
not for the support provided by a
number of law firrns throughout
the state. Most of the firms made
four or five year pledges to the
fund for the Addition.
We thank the following firms for
$27,000 in gifts made this year:
Freti, Flaherty, Beliveau &
Fachios; Fierce, Atwood, Scribner,
Allen, Smith & Lancaster;Thomp-
son & Bowie;Eaton, Peabody,
Bradford & Veague;Rudman &
Winchell; Petruccelli & Martin;
Thompson McNaboe, Ashley &
Bull; and Friedman & Babcock; as
well as individual members of
R.ichardson & Troubh and
Drummond, Woodsunq Plimpton
& MacMahon. Private support for
the Law Library Addition made an
enorrnous difference to the Ï-aw
School.
Gifts for Other Building
Improvements
Major changes, made possible
with joint private and public financ-
ing, brought a new look to the I-aw
School for the start ofthe 1993-94
academic year. New tile in f,ront
and back lobbies, new carpeting
throughout the Library faculty
offices, classrooms and hallways of,
all four floors, and new chairs in
moot and first year classrooms
transformed the building.
The recarpeting project origi-
nated with anonymous donations
and support from Harold (Mickey)
Marden, President of Marden's
Discount Stores. USM paid for all
installation costs; the Law
Schoo|s budget paid for the
chairs.
insure that a Horace Libby Schol-
arship would always be awarded.
The rest ofthe bequest has
allowed the Law School to create
the first endowed Summer Fublic
trnterest Fellowship, insuring that
these summer fellowships are not
always dependent on annual fund
raising. The endowment of the
summer public interest fellowship
in honor ofHorace Libby is a
fitting tribute to a person who
dedicated his life to improving the
lives of Maine citizens.
The Godfrey Fund
The Godfrey Fund Campaign
was completed in April, 1990.
Because most donors made five-
year pledges, the Law School
received over $60,000 in Godfrey
Fund pledge payments during
1993, frorn alumni, f,riends, law
firms and the corporate commu-
nity. Many contributors made their
final payments to the Godfrey
Fund this year.
The second visiting Godfrey
Frofessor, Ernest Smith of the
University of Texas Law School,
will join the faculty this fall.
$100,000 Bequest
The Spring 1994 issue ofthe
Alumni Quarterly announces the
$100,000 bequest from the estate
of Beryl B. Libby, to be added to
the Horace S. Libby Memorial
Fund. Mrs. Libby, mother of the
Xong-time and highly respected
general counsel of the PUC who
died of a heart attack at work in
1982, left part ofthe bequest to
MAPIL Auction
The Auction sponsored by the
þlaine Association for Fublic
Interest Law has become a last-day-
of-classes tradition at the Law
School. Last year the duction raised
over $7,000, from students, faculty,
staffand alumni bidders on donated
items. MAPIL donated this money
to thelaw School's SummerPublic
Interest Fellowship Fund.
IqqS ANNUAT FUND REPORT
Total Giving
Gifts from Alumni
$133,408
$100,338
Gifts from Friends ... $33,020
Number of Gifts .... . . . . ... lO1 I
Alumni Çift5 8t2
Friends Gifts .......................... 199
Alumni Participation 44%
Highest % Parrtcipation: ................. 1968 - 6596
t984 - 6t%
1980 - 60%
Biggest % lncrease ...1980, from34% tÐ6096
1983, from 34% to 5096
1987, from 42% to 557o
Largest Gift: 1968: $12,95O
1973: $6,825
1978: $5,985
Biggest Increase:
. 1968, from $3,610 ûo $12,950
1980, from $3,085 to $4,995
1983, from $1,77O to $2,990
l9ó9, from $2,575 ùo $3,725
. $82,455Un¡estricted Gifts
Restricted Gifts $50,953
GIFTS TO RESTRICTED FUNDS
25th Reunion Gifts $16,125 Justice and Journalism Symposiurn
Justice Abraham M. Rudman Scholarship Fund .............. $6,385
Fublic lnterest Summer Fellowship Prognm $6,103
Horace S. Libby Memorial Scholarship Fund
Alumni Scholarships
L. Kinvin Wroth Fund
Cumberland Legat Aid Clinic
American College of Trial Lawyers
Charles W. Smith Memorial Fund.
Scholarship ..... $3,500
..... $2,317
$s00
$470
$400
$333
$255
Donald L. Garbrecht Law Library Endowment Fund....... $2,080
Justice Harry P. Glassman Memorial Scholarship Fund... $2,050
Moot Court Team Fund
Kenneth and lvlarjorie C. Baird Scholarship Fund .............. $250
Edward S. Godftey Endowment Fund ...........
$1,650
$1,135
$200
$200
$200
$200
Edward S. Godfrey Loan Fund
Wiley Family Scholarship Fund ........... ....... $
Cumberland County Bar Association Schola¡ship............ $
Pierce B. & A¡lana K. Hasler Memorial Scholarship Fund
Israel Bernstein Memorial Scholarship Fund
Dean Richard S. Armstrong Fund
Women's Law Association Scholarship Fund ..................... $725
Richard H. Fay Memorial Fund........... 
........... $500
Men's Law Association Scholarship Fund
Trial Advocary Award.
Vermont Sctroiarstrip funä
New l{ampshire Scholarship Fund .................. $150
David Santee Miller Memorial Scholarship Fund ............... $125
Henry N. Berry, III, Loan Fund... .................... $100
Thompson Fund for the Study of Marine Law $1oo
Maine Law Review......
............... $90
I,125
1,000
$950
$860
Independent Writing Program g2s
Annual Fund Special Recognition Clubs
DEAN'S CLUB l$t"ooO or moref
This club recognizes those who have contributed at least $1,000 to the 1993 Annual Fund Campaign.
THIRD DEC DE CLUB l$soo-$çÐlÐtÐl
This club recognizes those who have contribuíed at least $500 but less than $1,000 to the 1993 Annual Fund Campaign.
Anonymous'79
Eleanor M. Baker '78
James M. Bowie'77
Stearns J. Bryant, Jr.'68
Carl R. Croce'71
Hon. James P. Dunleavy '68
Professor David D. Gregory "68
William F. Julavits'68
Anonymous'64
Laurie L. Balmuth '80
George N. Bowden'74
Joan Labrique Cook '78
EdwardDavid, M.D. "86
Joseph A. Debonis '68
Peter J. DeTroy, ïlI'72
Linda Smith Dyer'80
David J. Evans '78
Hon. Pamela D. Albee'83
Joseph M. Baldacci '91
Kathleen Barry '80
Dean A. Beaupain'76
Elizabeth R. Butler'79
Martlia L. Casey'82
David J. Corson '69
Geoftey K. Cummings'82
Michael R. Cu¡rie'80
Bryan M. Dench '75
PauI A. Devine'74
Beth Dobson '80
Donnelly S. Douglas '78
Margaret R. Downing "78
Thomas R. Downing'78
Faul F. Driscoll '81
Brian N. Durham'83
Joseph Albanese 175
Carol M. Allen'92
Jill M.P. Allen'89
Martin S. Amick'83
Timothy Anast'93
Jeffrey T. Angley '84
Vernon I. Arey'71
David W. Austin'74
Alex Auty '88
Barry A. Bachrach'82
John E. Baker'79
Ernest T. Balivet '73
Basil L. Kellis '68
Robel A. Laskoff'70
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr. '68
David C. Morse'68
Francis J. O'Toole '70
Clinton A. Stuntebeck'68
Jay F. Thiese '70
Gary F.Thorne'73
William P. Hardy '73
David B. Ilawkes '69
Paul J. Hirsch '68
Margaret L. Lavoie '87
Mark G. Lavoie'78
Edward D. Leonard, III '69
Scott A. McGill '77
Sarah C. Mctntyre'?6
Robert J. Melnick '50
Rebecca H. Farnum '77
Dwight A. Fifield'73
Gregory L. Foster '73
Robert G. Frazier '78
Sidney lI. Geller '63
Michael H. Griffin'73
Steven A. Hammond'77 .
William H. Hanson'82
Geoftey H. Hole '72
Bryce W. Ingraham'83
tsruceM. Jervis'77
Robert H. Jordan '84
Charles J. Kean, III '76
Richa¡d J. Kelly '71
Joseph V. Lenkowski, Jr.'79
Susan V. Lowery'81
John P. Maley '68
John D. McElwee '73
R.ichard H. Bashian '85
John R. Bass, II '78
Ronald S. Battocchi '74
Kevin J. Beal '91
Charles R. Bean '83
Hon. Roland Beaudoin '77
Mary T.Bell '74
Michael P. Bentley'72
Rosalyne S. Bernstein'86
Frank H. Bishop, Sr. '71
Ronald L. Bissonnette '81
Lynn S. Bowditch'83
trra J. Waldman '76 
.
Peter J. Wiley '89
DennisR Williams'68
IIon. Caroline D. Glassman
Iwing Kagan
GeraldE. Rudman
Margaret L. Smith
Craig H. Nelson '69
Peter R Roy '73
John W. Sitatz'72
David B. Smith, Jr. '68
Gregory A. Tselikis '69
Arlyn H. Weeks '81
Richard S. Wolfe'64
Peter C. McKenney'77
Robert E. Miller '66
[Ion. Nancy Diesel Mills '82
S. Peter Mills, III '73
Stephen W. Moriarty'78
Constance P. O'Neil '79
Marc C. Owen'73
Sally Bradley Peacock '84
Richard M. Peirce '7tr
Hon. Paul T. Pierson'80
Keith A. Powers'73
Peter H. Priest '80
Roderick R Rovzar'73
Elmer E. Runyor¡ II '53
ÏIon. Leigh I. Saufley'80
WilliamE. Saufley'80
WilliamP. Shumaker'87
David P. Silk '85
Professor L. Kinvin Wroth
DeanDonaldN. Zillman
Cumberland County Bar
Association
KPMG Feat Ndarwick
Maine Association for
Public Interest Law
lvf artindale-Ilubbell
Professor Colleen A. Khoury
Professor Martin A. Rogoff
Dr. & Mrs. Edward Wasserman
Est¿te of Karl S. Hooper
Coopers & Lybrand Foundation
Marguerite N. Cole Foundation
IINIJM Life Insurance Company
Charles W. Smitlt, trr.'73
TerryN. Snow'73
Edward W. Stewaf, J¡.'76
Yilin Tang '90
F. Mark Terison '78
John C; Walker'71
Joseph J. Wathen '82
Elizabeth C. Woodcock'88
GenrorigYu'89
June D. Zellers '86
Bernard R Adams
Charles W. Allen
Joan Amerling
Dagmarllamilton
Robert llamilton
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Peter L. Murray
John Stephen Caflisch
GHALLENGE CLUB l$Z5O-$ 4çÐçÐl
This club recognizes those who have contributed at least $250 but less than $500 to the 1993 Annual Fund Campaign.
GENTURY CrUB l$ r OO-$ 24çÐl
This club recognizes those who have contributed at least $100 but less than $250 to the 1993 Annual Fund Campaign.
Robert W. Bower, Jr. '85
Sarah Downs Bowie '77
Thomas C.Bradley'92
R.ichard F. Breeru J¡.'6'7
Robert S. Briggs '73
Rochelle J. Brinnick '78
Andrew L. Broaddus '80
David A. Bronson '?4
Jeri E. Brown'85
Paul S. Bulger'85
Robert A. Burgess '79
Ch¡istine H. Burke '93
David R Butler '76
Robert M, Butterfield '76
Michael P. Canta¡a '81
Everett B. Carson '77
Edgar S. Catlin, III '81
Paul W. Chaiken'74
Peter L. Chandler '76
Robert Checkoway '76
Clnthia T. Churchill '84
Janis Cohen '80
Hon. Roland A. Cole '68
Joanne F. Cole '81
Sand¡a H. Collier '77
William B. Cote'83
Eugene C. Coughlin, III '70
Robert L. Couturier '70
Cha¡les L. Crag¡n'10
Peter M. Cullen '85
William W. Darrow, Jr. '81
Louise M. Davis "89
Edwa¡d F. Day, Jr.'73
Dorcas H. Deans '82
Jean M. Deighan'76
Leo J. Delicaø'75
Robert Deschene "90
Mary B. Devine '83
David A. DiMuzio'73
Christopher C. Dinan '82
Wayne R. Douglas '79
Robert G. Driscoll '76
Mark E. Dunlap '75
Martha D. Dunlap '80
Diane Dusini '87
Mary Lou Dyer'80
Jane CampanaEafley'74
George F. Eaton, II '84
E, Paul Eggert'78
fuchard W. Elliott'65
Richard W. Elliott,II '86
Roger S. Elliott'63
Eileen L. Epstein '78
Ronald A. Epstein '77
Judson B. Esty-Kendall '76
Joseph B. Ezhaya '68
Deborah A. Fauver'90
Kinsey B. Fearon 'ó6
Robert W. Ferguson'63
Jonathan M. Flagg'87
Martin J. Foley '78
Alfred C. Frawley, lIl'76
Joel S. Freund'77
Hon. Paul A. Fritzsche'75
James E. Gagan'52
Peter N. Gardner'73
Thomas R. Gibbon '74
Alan D. Gibbons'75
Roberl J. Gingras '70
Phyllis G. Givertz'74
Paul R. Gosselin '76
fucha¡d R. Gosselin '81
James V. Grasso, Jr. '71
George H. Hawes, III '64
Thomas W. Hennen'73
Feter C. Herbst '73
Susan P. Herman '79
John A. Hobson '83
Robert V. Hoy '83
Allen J. Hrycay'79
Hon. Paul F. Hudson'67
Susan E. Hunter '76
Rupert J. Jennings, III '80
Norine C. Jewell '87
Jeftey W. Jones'82
Rendle A. Jones'67
Philip K. Jordan"72
William B. Jordan '77
Robert A. Jutras '88
MaryJean Kanabis'87
William S. Kany '84
Maureen E. Keegan '85
Martha D. Kelley '90
Peter L. Kelley '79
Pamela D. Kelly'77
Susan D. Kertzer '81
Thomas F. Kinnelly, III '69
Theodore H. Kirchner'77
Edwa¡d W. Klein'79
Norman Kominsþ '94
Donald M. Kreis '93
James S. Kriger'63
IVilliam O. LaCasse '83
R. Howard Lake '78
Leonard W. Langer'78
Ma¡k W. Law¡ence'90
Thomas G. Leahy'74
William C. Leonard'80
Annmarie Levins '83
Kevin G. Libby'79
Bruce R. Livingston'72
William W. Logan'83
Karen B. Lovell '79
Leslie E. Lowry,III '83
Anne Lucey '91
Mary Ann Lynch '84
Malcolm L. Lyons '70
Ignatius Maclellan "85
Nancy Wanderer Mackenzie' 90
Pasquale F. Maiorino '73
Barbara J. Mantegani '80
Michael K. Martin'89
John A. McCauley'87
Hon. JohnR McKernan, Jr. '74
Paul S. McNamara'69
Michael G. Messerschmidt'78
Ma¡cia Metcalf,'92
Cha¡les E. Miller '79
Connie Fern Miller '75
Carol L. Mitchell'88
Brian Molloy '94
John H. Montgomery, III' 77
JasonD. M;onøack'74
Stephen G. Monell'78
I-awrence J. Mullen '81
Christine A. Murphy '83
Ann M. Murray'82
Gisele M. Nadeau '87
Robert A. Nagy'72
Andrea C. Najarian '85
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade '88
Julie Nepveu '91
Gail Ogilvie'77
Eve H. Oyer'81
Stev Y. Parker '88
Robert A. Parlow'78
Willard D. Pease '82
Robert C. Perkins "77
David C. Pierson'93
Jonathan S. Piper'76
Glen L. Porten '78
Anne B. Poulin '73
Thomas E. Powers '84
John H. Pu¡sel '70
Robert B. Ravenelle '87
Wallace S. Reed'75
Samuel R. Reid,III '82
Jonathan W. Reiünan'78
Richard G. Riendeau'76
Hon. Edwa¡d W. Rogers'58
Hon. John V. Romei '75
G. Steven Rowe'87
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, III'73
Hon. Ronald D. Russell '72
Thomas A. Russell '79
John J. Ryan '70
Joanne S. Sataloff'77
Francis J. Scanlon '73
William J. Schneider '93
Justin G. Sharaf '65
Heidi Shealy'92
Alan E. Shepard '83
Richard A. Shinay '80
David H. Shove '82
David S. Silçby'58
Faula D. Silsby '76
Richard J. Silver '82
David H. Simonds'82
Hon. James A. Skeel '75
Douglas M. Smith '75
Steven R Smith'81
Kenneth E. Snitger '71
Valerie Stanñll '85
Joanne B. Steneck '87
Daniel J. Stevens'88
Graydon G. Stevens '77
Andrew Strongin'92
Joan Sturmthal '86
Drew E. Swenson '84
Daniel P. Taber '75
Zhengyu Tang'92
Amy Tchao '93
Janmarie Toker'79
Robert C. Tommasino'77
Benjamin P. Townsend '90
Norman G. Trask'88
Colleen P. Tucker '84
Paul M. T)¡mniak '70
William J. Tymoczko '82
Vendean V. Vafiades'85
Edwinna C. Vanderzanden'84
Kur1 E. Vragel, Jr.'75
Lawrence C. Walden'83
Robert N. Walker'69
Daniel R. Warren'83
Hon. Daniel E. Wathen '65
Thomas R Watson'82
Robin D. Watts '93
Christopher A. Webber, Jr. "7L
Paul L. Weeks '76
John J. Welch, lr.'70
David R Whittier'76
Martha F. Willard '86
Ronald B. Willoughby '67
Thomas P. Wilson'71
Gary C. Wood'75
Judith A. F. Woodbqry'80
John A. Woodcock, Ir.'76
Patricia Goodridge Worth '79
Christopher A. Wyskiel '80
David W. Zesiger '85
Barry Zimmerman '70
Cha¡les I{. Abbott
Gerald M. Amero
Merrill R Bradford
Kathy W. Bubar
Philip D. Buckley
Carolyn R Bullerwell (in
memoryof Hon.Harris
Bullerwell'50)
Joseph B. Campbell
Hon. Gene Carter
Hon. F. Davis Clark
Hon. FrankM. Coffin
Hon. DavidM. Cohen
Hon. Samuel W. Collins, Jr.
Peter W. Culley
Duane D. Fitzgerald
Michael P. Friedman
Professor Edward S. Godfrey
Edwin A. Heisler
lvfr. & Mrs. Merton Henry
Ruth and Owen Hill
Hon. D. Brock llornby
Sherry F. Huber
David A. King
Professor Merle W. Loper
Bruce C. Mallonee
Michael M. McAleer
John W. McCarthy
Frank T. McGuire
BarryK. Mills
Hon. George J. Mitchell
John A. Mitchell
Professor Michael Mullane
Hon. David A. Nichols
Ilarold C. Pachios
Rudolph T. Pelletier
Gerald F. Petruccelli
Professor Judy R Potter
Bert S. Prunty
Roger A. Putnam
Edith A. Richardson
Ilarrison L. Richardson, Jr.
Peter J. Rubin
AbbyRudman
Cecelia Rudman
James Rudman
Samuel K. Rudman
Sara Rudman
Hon. L. Damon Scales, Jr.
Hon. Louis Scolnik
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Scribner
Paul H. Sighinolfi
George Z. Singal
William C. Smith
Richard N. Solman
Albert M. Stevens
Winfred A. Stevens
Robert E. Sutcliffe, III
Sigdd E. Tompkins
Lewis V. Vafiades
Professor Thomas M. Ward
Hon. Sidney rW. Wernick
Peter B. Webster
Robert B. Williamson, Jr.
Louis A. rWood
CarlR tvVright
3M Community Afiairs
Champion International CorP.
Chrysler Capital Corp.
Fleet Bank of Maine
Guaranty National
Insurance Co.
Maine BarFoundation
McCandless & Hunt
The Boeing Co.
Tyco Laboratories [nc.
Roster of Donors to the 1fÐ93 Annual Fund
PORTLAND I.JNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
5 Donors
57o Participation
$ r.283
James E. Gagan
Robert J. Melnick
Hon. Edward W. Rogers
Elmer E. Runyon, II
David S. Silsby
CLASS OF T962
2 Donors
257o Participation
$125
Hon. Carl O. Bradford
Philip A. Weiner
CLASS OF 1963
4 Donors
44% Participation
$600
Roger S. Elliou
Robert W. Ferguson
Sidney H. Geller
James S. Kriger
CLASS OF 1964
3 Donors
337o Participation
$r.100
Anonymous
George H. Hawes, III
Richard S. Wolfe
CLASS OF 1965
3 Donors
437o Participation
$300
Richard W. Elliott
Justin G, Sharaf
Hon. Daniel E. Wathen
CLASS OF 1966
2 Donors
40% Participation
$350
Kinsey B. Fearon
Robert E. Miller
CLASS OF 1967
5 Donors
337o Panrcipation$550 l
Richard F: Breen, Jr.
Hon. Paul F. Hudson
Rendle A. Jones
Norman R. Moore
Ronald B. Willoughby
CLASS OF 1968
15 Donors
65% Participation
$r2,9s0
Stearns J. Bryant, Jr.
Hon. Roland A. Cole
Joseph A. Debonis
Hon. James P. Dunleavy
Joseph B. Ezhaya
Professor David D. Gregory
Paul J. Hirsch
William F. Julavits
Basil L. Kellis
John P. Maley
Duncan A. McEachern
David C. Morse
David B. Smith, Jr.
Clinton A. Stuntebeck
Dennis R. Williams
CLASS OF 1969
I I Donors
37olo Participation
s3,725
Melvin L. Bloomenthal
David J. Corson
David B. Hawkes
Michael S. Hirshberg
Thomas F. Kinnelly, III
Edward D. Leonard, III
Paul S. McNama¡a
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr
Craig H. Nelson
Gregory A. Tselikis
Robert N. Walker
CLASS OF 1970
15 Donors
48% Participation
$5,700
Eugene C. Coughlin,III
Robert L. Couturier
Cha¡les L. Cragin
Robert J. Gingras
Philip P. Houle
Robert A. Laskoff'
Malcolm L. Lyons
F'rancis J. O'Toole
"Iohn H. Pursel
John J. Ryan
Chadbourn H. Smith
Jay F. Theise
Paul M. T),mniak
John J. Welch, Jr.
Barry Zimmerrnan
CLASS OF 197I
l4 Donors
3 l% Participation
$2,4e0
Vernon I. Arey
Peter G. Ballou
Frank H. Bishop, Sr,
Michael C. Burwick
Carl R. Croce
James V. Grasso, Jr.
Richa¡d J. Kelly
Kent W. Mathews
Richard M. Peirce
Kenneth E. Snitger
John C. Walker
Christopher A. Webber, Jr.
David N. Weinstein
Thomas P. Wilson
CLASS OF 1972
I I Donors
25% Participation
s2,675
Michael P. Bentley
Feter J. DeTroy, III
Paul C. Fernald
GeofreyH. Hole
Philip K. Jordan
Stanley W. Karod
Bruce R Livingston
Robert A. Nagy
Hon. Paul T. Pierson
Hon. Ronald D. Russell
John W. Sitarz
447o Participation
$2,560
Thomas G. Ainsworth
David W. Austin
Ronald S. Battocchi
MaryT. Bell
George N. Bowden
David A. Bronson
WilliamR. Brooks
Paul W. Chaiken
Joseph C. Chawes
Paul A. Devine
Jane CampanaEarley
Thomas R Gibbon
Phyllis G. Givertz
lvfartha ril. Howell
Jonathan C. Hull
Thomas G. Leahy
Hon. John R McKernan, Jr
JasonD. Monzack
Allison C. Monill
Charles R Priest
Caroline V. Rider
Joel B. Russ
Frederick Torrisi
Ralph L. Tucker, Jr.CLASS OÍ',1973
3l Donors
48% Participation
$6,825
Ernest T. Balivet
Thomas A. Berry
Robert S. Briggs
Edwa¡d F. Day, Jr.
David A. DMuzio
Dwight A. Fifield
Gregory L. Foster
Feter N. Gardner
Michael H. Grifñn
rWilliamP. Hardy
Thoúas W. Hennen
Peter C. Ileóst
Joel E. Hokkanen
John C. Hunt
Stephen D. Jackson
Pasquale F. lvfaiorino
John D. McElwee
S. Peter Mills, III
lvfarc C. Owen
Anne B. Poulin
Keith A. Powers
Roderick R Rovzar
Peter R. Roy
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, IItr
John M. Safford
Francis J, Scanlon
Cha¡les W. Smith, Jr.
Gregory H. Smith
Terry N. Snow
Annee H.J. Tara
Gary F. Thorne
CLASS Or'1974
24 Donors
CLASS Or'1975
24 Donors
48% Participation
$2,210
Joseph Albanese
Madge Baker
John A. Churchill
Stephen C. Clarkin
Williamll. Dale
X.eo J. Delicata
BryanM. Denctl
Nfark E. Dunlap
Lore II. Ford, III
IIon. Paul A. Fritzsche
N. Paul Gauvreau
Alan D. Gibbons
IVilliam H. Ilowison
Shawn C. Keenan
John M. McCallum
Connie Fern Miller
Wallace S. Reed
llon. John V. Romei
Frederick S. Samp
Hon. James A. Skeel
DouglasM. Smith
Daniel P. Taber
Kurt E. Vragel, Jr.
Gary C. Wood
CLASS OX'1976
36 Donors
46YoParticipation
$5,565
Kathr,/n Monahan Ainsworth
Barbara R. Alexander
Alfred P. Bachrach
Ellyn C. Ballou
Dean A. Beaupain
And¡ew Brown
David R. Butler
Robert M. Butterñeld
Peter L. Chandler
Robert Checkoway
Jean M. Deighan
Robert G. Driscoll
Judson B. Esty-Kendall
John C. Everett, Jr.
Hon. Joseph H. Field
Alfred C. Frawley, III
Paul R. Gosselin
Harold C, Hamilton,Il
Susan E. Hunter
Charles J. Kean, III
Joan M. Kidman
Hon. Margaret J. K¡avchuk
James M. Libby, Jr.
Fernand A. Martineau
Sarah C. Mclntyre
Jonathan S. Piper
Deborah Shaw Rice
Richard G. Riendeau
Mary L. Schendel
Faula D. Silsby
Edward W. Stewart, Jr.
Sarah Allison Thornton
Ira J. Waldman
Faul L. Weeks
David R. Whittier
John A. Woodcock, Jr.
CLASS OF 1977
32 Donors
45olo Parucipation
$4.650
Elizabeth Edson Auton
Hon. Roland Beaudoin
Sarah Downs Bowie
James M. Bowie
Laura L. Briggs
Everett B. Carson
Sandra H. Collier
Carmen L. Coulombe
Ronald A. Epstein
Kay R.H. Evans
Rebecca H. Farnum
Richa¡d P. Flewelling
Joel S. Freund
William E. Furber
Steven A. Hammond
Stephen P. Hyde
Bruce M. Jervis
William B. Jordan
Pamela D. Kelly
Theodore H. Kirchner
Thomas D. Maher
Scott A. McGill
Peter C. McKenney
Paul H. Mills
John H. Montgomery,III
Gail Ogilvie
James H. Ouimette
Robert C. Perkins
Cushing Pagon Samp
Joanne S. Saøloff
Graydon G. Stevens
Robert C. Tommasino
CLASS OF 1978
32 Donors
387o Participation
$s,985
Jeftey Albanese
Ele¡rnor M. Baker
John R. Bass, II
Ch¡is A. Bowden
Rochelle J. Brinnick
Joan Labrique Cook
Mary Anne Davis
Donnelly S. Douglas
Thomas R. Downing
Margaret R Downing
E. Paul Eggert
Eileen L. Epstein
Elliott L. Epstein
David J. Evans
Martin J. Foley
Robert G. Frazier
Kenneth T. tloftnan
R. Howard Lake
Leonard W. Langer
Mark G. Lavoie
Jeffrey R. Lee
Michael G. Messerschmidt
Stephen W. Moriarty
Stephen G. Monell
Alexander A. Padis, Jr.
Joel W. Page
Robert A. Parlow
Glen L. Porter
Jonathan W. Reitman
Rebecca Warren Seel
Paula N. Singer
F. Mark Terison
CLASS OF re79
38 Donors
54% Participation
î4,295
Anonymorrs
John E. Baker
Charles C. Bering
James A. Buckley
Robert A. Burgess
Elizabeth R Butler
E. Michael Chiaparas
Gerard P. Conley, Jr"
Susan Cole Cookson
Arthur R. Dingley, D.O.
Wayne R. Douglas
William R. Dunn
Linda B, Eide
Katherine Greason
Susan P. Herman
Allen J. Hrycay
Feter L. Kelley
Ka¡en G. Kingsley
Edwa¡d W. Klein
Joseph V. Lænkowski, Jr
Kevin G.
Karen B.
Libby
Lovell
William H. Meanix, Jr.
Charles E. Miller
James F. Molleu¡
David B. Neumeyer
Constance P. O'Neil
Lisa J. Remal
James A. Robinsor¡ IIX
Geoftey A. Rusilau
Thomas A. Russell
George C. Schelling
Arthur Strong
Ted Susi
Janmarie Toker
Michael B. Trainor
Richard C. Whittlesey
Patricia Goodridge Worth
CLASS OF 1980
5l Donors
60% Participation
$4,995
Anonymous (2)
Stephanie P. Anderson
Laurie L. Balmuth
Kathleen Barry
Andrew J. Bernstein
Jill P. Botter
Andrew L Broaddus
Ritå N. Calamari
Judith K. Clancy
Jeffery J. Clark
Janis Cohen
Michael R. Currie
Richard L. Currier
Beth Dobson
David R. Dubord
Neale A. Dufrett
MarthaD. Dunlap
Linda Smith þer
MaryLou Dyer
Kevin S. Flaherty
MaryM.L.H. Flint
Ch¡istine Foster
Martha E. Freeman
Ga¡y A. Gegenheimer
Robert B. Gregory
Rupert J. Jennings, III
William C. Leonard
WilliamN. Lund
Patricia A. lvfador
Barba¡a J. N{antegani
John D. Monahan, Jr.
Roberta A. Ouellette
Janee Shaw Owen
Ruth E. Plagenhoef
Gerard A. Poissonnier
Gregory W. Powell
Feter H. Priest
Michael Richards
Hon. Leigh I. Saufley
William E. Saufley
CLASS OF r98l
33 Donors
49oó Participation
$3,260
Ellen S. Best
Ronald L. Bissonnette
Maryellen Black-Albanese
Russell B. Boisvert
James P. Boone
Deborah L. Aronson Bornstein
JamesM. Bowie
Michael P. Cantara
Edgar S. Catliq III
Eve Hlavaty Cimmet
N{ark A. Cloutier
PhilipM. Coffin,IU
Joanne F. Cole
Thomas S. Coward
William W. Darrow, Jr.
Paul F. Driscoll
RichardR Gosselin
James A. Houle
Susan D. Kertzer
Susan V. Lowery
Michael J. McCarthy
Lawrence J. Mullen
Eve H. Oyer
Susan E. Peck
John J. Polak, Jr.
Anne P. Schaad
Steven R. Smith
Marina E. Thibeau
Nancy L. Thomas
MaryE. Valle
Ted W. Verrill
Arlyn H. Weeks
Gail D. Wright
Kimberþ Ward Shepard
John F. Shepard Jr.
Richard A. Shinay
AnitâM. St. Onge
lvfarilyn E. Stawos
Janet B. Stratton
lvlarsha A. Weeks Traill
Paul A. rWeeks
Judith A. Fletcher Woodbury
Christopher A. Wyskiel
CLASS Or'1982
32 Donors
45% Participation
$3,315
Anonymous
Barry A. Bachrach
Bruce A. Canier
Martha L, Casey
Elizabeth Anne Catlin
Geoftey K. Cummings
Dorcas H. Deans
Christopher C. Dinan
Jan E. Paradise Fiorica
Peter A. Gleichman
Deborah A. Hall
William H. Ilanson
Barbara Harris
Jeffrey W. Jones
Christopher C. Leighton
R. Michael Martin
Hon. Nancy Diesel Mills
Ann M. Murray
Willard D. Pease
Thomas J. Pelletier
Robert J. Plourde
Samuel R. Reid,IIX
David H. Shove
Thomas L. Shupp
Richard J. Silver
David H. Simonds
Wendy O. Thaxter
William J. Tymoczko
Carolyn G. Walker
Robin D Walmsley
Joseph J. Wathen
Thomas R. Watson
CLASS OF 1983
3l Donors
507o Participation
$2.e90
Anonymous
Hon. Pamela D. Albee
Martin S. Amick
Cha¡les R. Bean
Lynn S. Bowditch
William B. Cote
Ma¡y B. Devine
Brian N. Durharn
Thomas A. Dyhrberg
Dale L. Gavin
Martha E. Greene
Charles G. Henegar
John A. Hobson
Robef V. Hoy
Bryce W. lngraham
William O. LaCasse
Charles C LaVerdiere, Jr.
Annmarie Levins
William W. Logan
Leslie E. Lowry, III
Sharon Lawrence McHold
Christine A. Murphy
M. Michaela Murphy
Heidi S. Osborn
William N. Palmer
Wayne D. Roberts
Steven A. Shaw
Alan E. Shepard
Patricia Reynolds Regan
Kim Anderson True
Lawrence C. Walden
Daniel R. Warren
CLASS OF 1984
43 Donors
6l% Participation
$2,76t
Jeffrey T. Angley
David B. Auclair
Edward R. Benjamin, Jr
Lisa R. Bertonazzi
Gregg L. Bertonazzi
Lawrence P. Brown
Cynthia T. Churchill
Edwin R. Daggett Jr.
George F: Eaton, II
Edmund R. Folsorn
Lauren C. Folsom
John E. Geary :
Donna M. Gingerella
Kevin F. Gordon
P. Andrew Hamilton
Evan M. Hansen
Timothy H. Hiebert
Ernest W. Hilton
Ann T. Hollyday
John James
Anne H. Jordan
Robert H. Jordan
William S. Kany
Donna M. Katsiaficas
James N. I(atsiañcas
Robert M. Knight
David J. Lakari
Pauline M. Lamontagne
Mary Ann Lynch
Carol L. Maines
Simone D. Masse
Margaret B. McCloskey
John C. McCurry
Peter A. Meyer
Jay H. Otis
Sally Bradley Peacock
Thomas E. Powers
Kevin R. Smith
Brenda C. Smith-Weiss
Drew E. Swenson
Karin R. Tilberg
Colleen P. Tucker
Edwinn¿ C. Vanderzanden
CLASS OF t98s
30 Donors
38% Participation
$2,043
Kenneth P. Altshuler
Richard H. Bashian
David R. Beneman
Robert J. Bocko
Robert W. Bower, Jr.
David L. Brandt
Jeri E. Brown
Paul S. Bulger
James M. Callahan
Peter M. Cullen
Fred W. Hathaway
Edward J. K¡.ane
Maureen E. Keegan
William E. LaPointe
Bradley M. Lown
Faye E. Luppi
Ignatius Maclellan
John D. McKay
And¡ea C. Najarian
Mary B.Najarian
Michael J. O'Toole
John D. Pelletier
Lunsford D. Phillips
Roger P. Prince
Jane Surranþne
David P. Silk
Valerie Stanfill
Vendean V. Vafiades
Barbara J. Walsh
David W. 7*siger
cll\ss oF x986
24 Donors
30% Participation
$1,833
Elizabeth A. Armstrong
Rosalyne S. Bernstein
Shari B. Broder
Sara O. Bu¡lock
Monica A, Ciolfi
James W. Chapman, Jr.
Doreen F. Connor
Clifford B. Corson
Philip D. Cross
Edward David, M.D.
Richard W. Elliott, II
David D. Farr¿r
Paul E. Fillmore
Glen S. Goodnough
Michelle Jodoin LaFond
James A. McCormack, Jr
Jennifer llall McKay
Joanne I. Simonelli
Kaighn Smith, Jr.
Deanna L. Søples
Joan Sturmthal
Cla¡k S. Turner
Marth¿F. Willard
June D. Tnllers
CLASS Or'1987
37 Donors
55% Participation
$3,519
Anonymous
Michael G. Bernier
Edward A. Brown
Christine Bruenn
Natalie L. Burns
Linda J. Conti
Sheila M. Donahue
Diane Dusini
Jonathan M. Flagg
Margaret E. Gallie
Craig T. Gardner
Kristin A.,Gustafson
Eric R Herlan
Jonathan B. Huntington
Norine C. Jewell
MaryJean Kanabis
lvfargaret C. Kenney
Arthur J. Lamothe
Andrew Landry
Margaret L. Lavoie
Gwendolyn H. Lyford
John A. McCauley
Gisele M. Nadeau
Jeftey A. Nathanson
Daina J. Nathanson
Marshall G. Neely, III
Robert B. Ravenelle
TimothyE. Robbins
G. Steven Rowe
Bruce N. Shibles
WilliamP. Shumaker
EltingH. Smitlt, Jr.
Susan A. Sparaco
Mark E. Standen
Joanne B. Steneck
Vilean Taggersell
Daniel B. Wyman
CLASS OF 1988
29 Donors
38olo Participation
$r,800
Beth N. Ahearn
Clnthia A. Cegelski Arn
Alex Auty
Stephen D. Bither
Syli'ia F. Brewster
Lôuis B. Butterfield
rWilliamH. Coogan
Anne H. Cressey
Kathryn E. Davis
Michael H. Hill
Neil D. Jamiesor¡ Jr.
Robert A. Jutras
Robert A. Levine
Susan H. Livingston
Lisa C. Lunn
Joseph IIenry Lyons, III
Ellen S. Maher
Carol L. Mitchell
Robert E. Murray
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade
Timothy H. Norton
Stev Y. Parker
Patricia A. Peard
WayneR Reed
Christopher H. Roney
Daniel J. Stevens
Norman G. Trask
Ma¡shall H. Waldroq Jr.
Elizabeth C. Woodcock
CLASS OX'1989
24 Donors
50% Participation
s2,270
Jill M.P. Allen
Heidi A. Bean
Christine A. Bither
Christian Chandler
Susan Corrente
David P. Crocker
Daniel L. Cummings
Louise M. Davis
Joseph A. Fanell
Daniel R. Felkel
Lisa C. Fink
Alicia E. Flaherty
curis E. Kimball
Michelle Allon Landmann
Carol A. Maclennan
MichaelK. Martin
Victoria Powers
Katherine M. Ralston
Jaye E. Rooney
Rebecca J. Sargent
Hon. Jill T. Shibles
John K. Veroneau
Peter J. Wiley
Genrong Yu
CLASS OF 1991
36 Donors
487o Participation
$ 1,630
Steven W. Abbott
James P. Aucoin
Cynthia B. Baker
Joseph M. Baldacci
Douglas Baston
Kevin J. Beal
Monica M. Bigley
Robert C. Brooks
Matthew E. Campbell
Vickie Caron
Roger A. Clement, Jr.
Peter Clifford
Lisa Copenhaver
James L. Costello
Joseph A. Enriquez
Kenneth Ginder
Jacqueline Iæ Gomes
Henry W. Gritrn
Janet Hendershot
Bobert E.P. Jones
Michael Christopher Kearney
Christopher M. Keating
Kenneth D. Keating
Virginia A. Kozak
Kenneth A. Lexier
Anne Lucey
And¡ew B. Maclean
Justina McGettigan
Julie Nepveu
Anne E. O'Donovan
Dennis J. O'Donovan
William J. Phillips
James Saffian
Fenny St. Louis
Nancy V. Savage
Chrisina K. Vala¡
Jennifer A. Holbrook
June A. Jackson
Dina Jellison
Jessica M. Jensen
Maura Keaveney
Mary N.Kellett
HaroldT. Kelly, Jr.
Joshua K¡ell
Erik Lau¡entz
David P. Leach
John P. MarclU Jr.
Melissa A. N{a¡tin
Jessica L. lvfau¡er
Patricia B. McNamara
lvfarcia Metcalf,
WilliamJ. Milliken
l¿ura M. O'flanlon
Roy T. Pierce
Elizabeth A. Prather
PamelaProdan
Wendy Rau
Kathryn A. Reid
Jeftey P. Russell
Heidi Shealy
Elizabeth A. Simoni
Damon J. Stewart
Bradley A. Stolzer, D.M.D.
Andrew Strongin
ZhengSru Tang
Margaret A. Timothy
Laura E. Klein Tobin
John J. Wall, m
Yiping Yang
Paul R Tardif
Amy Tchao
RobinD. Watts
James M. Whittemore
Jean D. Wulff
Elizabeth Wallace Wyman
John H. Zane
Shan Sh¿n Zhou
STUDENTS
CLASS OF 1990
46 Donors
58% Participation
$2,140
Mary T.Bilodeau
M. Thomasine Burke
Paul W. Cadigan
Paula F. Caughey
Scott M. Charlton
Jennifer S. Ciccheni
Jon P. Clark
John W. Conway
Anette Filosof Dearden
Robert Deschene
Sally Erickson
Deborah A. Fauver
Julia A. Finn
Cornelia Fuchs Fisher
Jon Haddow
Peter Kaynor
Kiki Keating
Martha D. Kelley
William S. King
Mark W. Lawrence
Joyce G. Leary
John B. Lucy
Nancy Wanderer Mackenzie
Albert A. Mawinac
Charles J. McKe¡
Philip G. Mohla¡
Elizabeth F. Morley
Victoria S. Muller
Steven D. Najarian
Thomas B. Nicholson
Joseph M. O'Connor
Wendy J. Paradis
Sønley W. Piecuch
Colleen J. Quint
Barbara A. Ricker
Alice A. Rose
A. Robert Ruesch
Lrnda C. Russell
Patncia M, Stevens
Nathan S. Szanton
Yilin Tang
Benjamin P. Townsend
Kathryn L. Vezina
Patricia Wallace
John D. Welch
Philip C. Woodwa¡d
cL\ss ox'1994
33 Donors
38% Participation
$1,153
Louise A¡kel
.Eric Bendetson
David S. Bischoff
AndrewL. Black
Emily Broadhead
Jodie Caruolo
Christopher Cotnoir
Kevin tlaley
Brett llarpster
RonneeJ. Hoftnan
Norman Kominsþ
Jonathan lvlann
Colleen McCafhy
Brian Molloy
R¿chelle Parise
LouAnna Perkins
Harvey Prager
Barry Putterman
I¿ura Ross
Mary Sauerl
Katherine Schwafz
Baóara Shaw
La¡issa Shumway
John Siegenthaler
Deirdre Smith
PamelaJ. Smith
WendyResnick Spargo
Janice Str¡ver
Jill Kaplan Tupper
Dana B. Valleau
Nina Wegenka
Dorothy Wentworth
Laurie Williamson
CLASS OF 1992
53 Donors
56% Farticipation
$2,085
Carol M. Allen
Jefferson Ashby
Krisna Basu
Thomas C. Bradley
Frederick Bush
Stephanie Clifford
J. Bradford Coffey
Kevin T. Cole
Thomas Diebold
Patricia Donahue
Elizabeth P. Eddy
Carol G. Ford
Lisa J. Frie.dlander
Tracey L.M. Geary
Douglas Gross
Johanne L. Hawk
Blaine R. Hawkes
Mary Bradley Hawkes
T. Chuck Hazza¡d
David L. Herzer, Jr.
CLASS OF 1993
35 Donors
44% Participation
$1,860
Timothy Anast
.Iohn A. Anderson
John F. Bisson
AndrewP. Bloom
James T. Boffetti
David A. Brenningmeyer
Michele Dorsey Brooks
Debra L. Brown
Ch¡istine H. Burke
David J. Casavant
Daniel A. D'Auteuil, Jr.
Lori A. Desjardins
Valerie du Laney
Caryn Graham
Michael A. Hodgins
Donald M. Kreis
Shaun B. Lister
Vicki M. Mathews
Walter F. McKee
Elizabeth Beard Mcl,aughlin
Elaine M. Michaud
Edward Jeftey Newcombe
David C. Pierson
Judith A. Plano
Hilary A. Rapkin
William J. Schneider
James S. Stolley
CLASS OF 1995
44 Donors
50oá Participation
$1,310
Diana T. Barth
Louise A. Berlin
Paula W. Bower
David M. Cogliano
Jennifer B. Cost
Ca¡ol I. Eisenberg
John J. Eisenha¡t
Susan M. Fittipaldi
Jon A. Fitzgerald
TheodoreR Foss
Jon C. Gale
Adam J. Garcia
Chrisropher G. Goss
April Greene
James W. Gunson
Arthu¡ E. Hacken
Allan S. Hammock, Jr.
Dennis R. Hamrick
Matthew S. Harris
Erik J. Heels
William D. Hewitt
Patricia M. tanni
Lea-Anne Jameson
Manon T. Killian
William D. MacDonald
Andrew C. Mackenzie
C Leigh McCarthy
Chnstopher P. Mulligan
Deborah E. Munson
William S. Norbert
Ma¡shd L. Osgood
Simone M. Paradis
Michael F. Fhillips, Jr.
Jeffrey A. Richman
Shernita L. Rochelle
R.ita S. Saliba
Fatricia L. Sinicropi
Timothy D. Smitt!
Jon C. Stanley
William H. Stiles
Stephen J. Sucy
Christine A. Thibeault
Donna L. Wehbe
Anna M. Zimmerman
FACULTY AND STAFF
Joan Amerling
Sandy Banks
Professor David P. Cluchey
Professor James Friedman
Emeritus Dean and Professor
. Edward S. Godfrey
Professor David D. Gregory
Donna J. Jones
Professor Colleen A.Khoury
1958: David S. Silsby
196243: James S. Kriger
1964: Henry N. Berry,III
1965: Richard W. Elliott
1966: Robert E. Miller
1967: Richard F. Breen, Jr.
1968: Paul J. Hirsch
1969: David B. Hawkes
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr
197(): Rrchard G. Cervizzi
John J Welch. Jr.
19? l: Ronald J. Cullenberg
John C. Walker
Frofessor Michael D. Lang
Frofessor Merle W. Loper
Professor Michael Mullane
Professor Judy R Potter
Professor Martin A. Rogoff
Frofessor Thomas M. Ward
Tammy C. rvVillcox
Professor L. Kinvin Wroth
Dean Donald N. Zillman
FRIENDS
OF THE LAW SCHOOL
Charles H. Abbon
Bernard R. Adams
Cha¡les W. Allen
Gerald M. Amero
Sumner T. Bernstein
Merrill R Bradford
Theresa J. Bryant
Kathy W. Bubar
Philip D. Buckley
Carolyn R. Bullemell (in
memory of Hon. Harris
Bullenvell'50)
Andrew A. Cadot
John Stephen Caflisch
Joseph B. Campbell
Hon. Gene Carter
Hon. F. Davis Clark
Hon. Robert W. Clifford
Hon. Frank M. Coffin
Hon. David M. Cohen
Hon. Samuel W. Collins, Jr.
John CookÚiui"- R. cott".
Peter W. Culley
Hon. Howard H. Dana, Jr.
Hon. Armand A. Dufresne, Jr.
Richard C. Engels
Duane D. Fiøgerald
Michael P. Friedman
Hon. Caroline D. Glassman
Dagmar tlamilton
1975:
Geoftey H. llole
William P. Ilardy
Joseph C. Chawes
Richard A. Hull, ru
Leo J. Delicata
Ga¡y C. Wood
Andrew Brown
Charles J. Kean, III
William B. Jordan
Peter C. McKenney
Donnelly S. Douglas
John E. Baker
Patricia Worth
1976
r977
Robert llamilton Margaret L. Smith
Edwin,{. Heisler }Villiam C. Smith
Hon. Harriet and Merton Henry Richard N. Solman
Ruth and Owen Hill Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Sova
IIon. D. Brock Hornby Gretchen Sterling
Sherry F. Huber Winfied A. Stevens
Inring Kagan Albert M. Stwens
David A. King Robert E. Sutcliffe, III
Ralph I. Lancaster, Jr. Sigdd E. Tompkins
William H. Laubènstein, III Stanley R Tupper
Bruce C. Mallonee Lewis V. Vafiades
Michael M. McAleer Dr. & Mrs. Edward Wasserman
John rW. McCarthy IIon. Donald W. Webber
Marthå McCluskey Peter B. Webster
Frank T. McGuire Hon. Sidney rW. Wernick
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick Robert B. Williamson, Jr.
Barry K. Mills Louis A. Wood
John A. Mitchell CarlR Wright
I{on. G@rge J. Mtchell
Richard G. Moon Estate of l(arl S. Hooper
Peter L. Murray
Hon. David A. Nichols
Harold C. Pachios
Rudolph T. Pelletier
Gerald F. Petruccelli
Eert S. Prunty
Roger A. Putnam
William Putteiman
Edith A. Richardson
Harrison L. Richardsoq Jr.
Thomas F. Robertson
Peter J. Rubin
Abby Rudman
Cecilia Rudman
Gerald E. Rudman
James Rudman
Samuel K. Rudman
Sara Rudman
Hon. L. Damon Scales, Jr.
Hon. Louis Scolnik
M{. & M¡s. Fred Scribner
Paul H. Sighinolfi
George Z. Singal
1980:
t98l:
1982:
[983:
[984:
I985:
1986:
Neale A. Duffett
MichaelR Currie
Ronald L. Bissonnette
Elizabeth Anne Catlin
Jefhey W. Jones
Charles G. Henegar
John A. Hobson
DonnaM. Katsiaficas
Thomas E. Fowers
Ignatius Maclellan
David P. Silk
David D. Farrar
William R. Fisher
1987: Kristin A. Gustafson
Margaret L. Lavoie
1988: Louis B. Butterfield
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade
1989: Mchael K. Martin
Susan M. Schulø
1990: Julia A. Finn
Elizabeth F. Morley
l99l: Joseph M. Baldacci
Justina McGettigan
1992: Truc;ey L. M. Geary
Jessica L. Maurer
1993: Walter McKee
3M Community Affairs
Champion International
Corporation
Chrysler Capital Corp.
lvfarguerite N. Cole Foundation
Coopers & Lybrand Foundation
Cumberland County Bar
Association
Fleet Bâtik of lvlaine
Fleet Bank of Massachusetts
Guaranty National Insurance
Company
KPMG PeatÀltarwick
Maine Association for Public
Interest Law
Maine Bar Foundation
Ma¡tindale-Hubbell
McCandless & Hunt
The Boeing Company
Tyco Laboratories Inc.
UNIIM Life Insurance Company
Thanks to Class Ag nts
t972:
r973:
t974:
1978:
t979:
Thanks to those who joined Class Agents for the phonathons:
1973: Terry N. Snow l9?8: John R. Bass, II I98l: James D. Poliquin

Clinical Program Expands
Bernstein, Soifer Join Faculty
Through a grant from the U.S.
Department of Education, the Law
School has added an esüate planning
practicum and a family law practicum
to the spring curriculum this year and
the next two years. tsoth are six-credit
courses offered to third year students
which combine the educational
opportunities of live client representa-
tion in a clinical setting with a more
theoretical academic component.
the discriminating use of forms and
rnodel documents and their modifica-
tion to meet client needs. In the
process, students have a chance to
apply what they learned in their Trusts
and Estates course and to make it
possible for their clients to provide for
the future with documents that reflect
their wishes.
Naira B. Soífer
Students in the family law practicurn
represent clients in all aspects ofa
family law practice including inter-
viewing and counseling, negotiation,
discovery, mediation, pre-trial, trial
and post-judgment matters. Since all
clients are low-income, students must
also confront the effects ofpovefy on
children and adults whose families are
no longer intact.
The seminar portion of the cou¡se is
designed so that students, through
discussion and analysis ofcases"
ståtutes and law review a¡ticles, will
reflect on their hands-on clinic work
and gain a perspective ofbroader
developments in family law.
VisitingProfessor Naira Soifer is
teaching the family law practicum.
Professor Soifer was a member of the law
school faculty from I 984-89, during
which time she øught Family Law,
Professional Responsibility, Interview-
ing and Counseling and Trial Practice
and served as a supervisingattorney in
the Cumberlandlegal Aid Clinic. In the
intervening years, Soifer has been
Director of the Bath/Brunswick Rape
Crisis Helpline and established the
statewide Legal Services for the Elderly
"Hotline," a computerized legal services
delivery system designed to increase
access to legal services in times of
shrinking resources. I
Jelf Jones '82 and Jím PolÍquín'81
Class Agents
Thanked
The people whose work led to the
successftrl 1993 Annual Fund were
invited to lunch at the Roma Cafe on
February 17. Not everyone could make
it 
- 
some class agents live a distance
from Portland in Maine, some are in
New flampshire, some as far away as
Washington, D.C. The lunch gave
Fund Chair Lib Butler '79,Dean
Zillman and Joan Amerling a chance to
thank agents and phonathon workers
and to hear from them what they've
been.hearing from their classmates
abouttheLaw School. r
Tracey Geary '92 snd Anne Cailín
'82
", 
.jj.:,
Sumner T. Bernstein
The estate planning practicum is
being taught by visiting professor
Sumner T. Bernstein, partner of the
Portland law firm, Bernstein, Shur,
Sawyer & Nelson. Professor Bernstein
has had broad experience in the estate
planning field and has taught as a
visiting professor at lhe Law School in
thc past.
Six students, selected by the lottery
process, are working primarily with
people with HIV infection and other
life threatening conditions. This course
offers the fltrst Law School clinical
experience in which.litigation or
dispute resolution is not a primar),
component.
The practicum deals with a wide
range of matters, including the confi-
dentiality of the client-larvyer relation-
ship; conflicts of interest if more than
one family member seeks advice;
sensitivity to the special circumstances
and needs ofclients; the need to
communicate and to listen effectively;
careful collection of relevant data; the
laws governing wills, living wills,
powers of attorney, and intesøcy; and John Hobson'83
The SBA Brown Bag Lunches Contìnue:
lloodbury
New Student Bør Association Officers: Orlø O,Cøllaghan,
Vice hesídent; Randall Bøtes, Treasurer; Bílt Norbõrt,
Fresident; ønd Annq Zímmerman, Secretøry, øU t9S
all'96
The Class of '93 
- 
Ul¡/here Are They Now?
The Class of 1993 faced the
toughest legal employment market in
recent history. The statistics,
however, certainly prove that a great
deal of determination and hard work
paid offfor these new graduates.
Stat¡sucs for law gfaduates are
recorded six months following
gtaduation by the law schools around
the country and the National Asso-
ciation of Law Placement. The
statistics for the Class of 1993 reflect
a class of 80, with 66 (82.5Yù
employed in ñ¡ll-time or part-time
positions; two (2.5Yù not seeking
employment; nine (ll.37o) unem-
ployed; and th¡ee (3.7W unknown.
Type of Employment
Law Firm
Self Employed
Firm Size 2-10
Firm Size ll-50
Firm Size 5l-100
Firm Size > 100
Firm Size Unknown
Judicial Clerkship
Government
Military
Busrness
Academic
Nonlegal.
33t66 (s0W
6/66 (eW
2/66 (3%)
e/66 (t4yù
t/66 (t%)
5t66 (60/ù
Anthony Anaman
Timothy Anast
John Anderson
John Bisson
Andrew Bloom
JimBoffetti
David Breru¡ingmeyer
Michelle Dorsey Brooks
Christine Burke
Sean Carnathan
David Casavant
Gary Carpenter
Lisa Chau
Hugh Connor
Sheila Cook
Dan D'Auteuil
Stephanie Davis
Lori Desjardins
Ivy Frigrroca Doolittle
Jon Doolittle
Valerie du l-aney
Jemifer Duddy
Matthew Dyer
Todd Fahey
Angus Ferguson
Caryn Gralnm
Ma¡tha Grant
l¿urenGriffrn
George Guzzi
Steve Higgins
Mike Hodgins
Paul Hoffman
Briar¡ Johnson
Elizabeth Johnson
DonKreis
Steve l,ariviere
Shaun Lister
Tom lvlajerison
Vicki Mathews
WaltMcKee
Liz Bea¡d Mclaughlin
Elaine Michaud
JeffPeters
David Pierson
FaulPiehopaoli
Judy Plano
Glerur Powell
Hilary Rapkin
Dan Riley
Will Sanstead
Bill Schneider
Chris Smith
Pam Spaccarotella
Jim Stolley
Paul Ta¡dif
Josh Tardy
Amy Tchao
Christine Vito
Lise Wagner
Robin Watts
James Whittemore
LizWallace-Wyman
Helen Walker
Joe Welsh
Shan Shan Zhou
John Zane
krdependent contract work, Portiand, ME
Ìvfaiager, private investment ñ¡nd & boat business, ME
Clerk, Justice Collins, ME Supreme Judicial Court
Clerk, ME Superior Court, Bangor, ME
Angus King for Governor Campaign, ME
NH Public Defender's Oflice, Stratham, NH
Pierce Atwood, Portland, ME
I¿w Oflices of John Paul Erler, South Portland, ME
Fierce Atwood, Augusta, ME
Clerk, Justice Rudmar¡, ME Suprøne Judicial Court
McDonald Page & Co., South Portland, ME
Cleveland Waters & Bass, Concord, NH
Rothstein, Donatelli, Hughes, et al., Santà Fe, NM
Kelly llart & Itrallman, Fort Worth,TX
I¿w Offices of William Ndaselli, Auburn, ME
Isaacson &, Raymond, Mexico, ME
Amerling & Burns, Portland, ME
Friedman & Babcock, Portland, ME
Clerk, Chief Justice Wathen, ME Supreme Court
Skelton Taintor & Abbott, Aubum, ME
Trillium Health Products, Seattle, WA
I¿w OfIice of Richa¡d D. Violette, Brewer, ME
Fontaine & Beal, Portland, ME
Sulloway Hollis & Soden, Concord, NH
Delorme Maps, Freeport, ME
Champion Title, Fairfax, VA
ME School Managernent Association, Augusta, ME
US Senate, Dem. Policy Committee, Washington, DC
Gtrzzi &, Walker, Portland, ME
US Senate, Oversight Committee, Washington, De
Rudman & Winchell, Bangor, ME
Green and Hoftnan, Boston, lvfA
First Security Bank, Salt I¿ke City, UT
Santencing Options, Portland, ME
Clerk, Justices Glassman/Clifford, ME SupremeCourt
Progressive Insruance Co., South Portland, ME
I¿w Ofïice of Ron Cullenberg, Farmington, ME
Assistant Dishict Attorney, Cumberland County, ME
Joe Brennan for Governor Campaign, ME
Law Ofïice of Robert Kline, Portland, ME
ARMY JAGC, Frankfiut, Germany
Nelson Kinder Mosseau & Gordon, lvfanchester- NH
NAVY JAGC, Mernphis, TN
Clerk, the ME Superior Court, Alfred, ME
Clerk, Justice Glassman, ME Supreme Judicial Court
L¿w Oflice of John Connor, Portland, ME
Cardigan Mowrtain Prep School, Canaan, NH
H.H. Bennett and Associates, Portland, ME
Doyle & Nelson, Augusta, ME
l¿w OfIice of Susan Farnsworth, Ilallowell, ME
Assistant Eistrict Attomey, Cumberland County, ME
Smith and Smith, Bangor, ME
Coopers & Lybrand, Omaha, NE l
Clerk, JusticeRoberts, ME Suprerne Judicial Court
Clerk, ME Superior Court, Auburn, ME
Rudman & Winchell, Bangor, ME
Clerk, Judge Homby, District Court, Portland, ME
Testa, Hwwitz & Thibeault, Boston, ÌvfA
Rodway & Horodyski, Portland, ME
Sole practitioneq Urbana, IL
Sole Practitioner, Bath, ME
Clerk, Jr¡stices Collins/Rudman, ME Suprerne Judicial Court
Gtzzi &, Walker, Portland, ME
NH Public Defender's Oflice, Stratham, NH
Ray, Robinson, Carles, Davies & Snyder, Chicago, IL
Kouri Capital Group, Inc., New York City, NY
I
l9
I
I
3
I
nl66 (t1w
Cqree¡ Seriíces and Placement
Dìreclor Tømmy ll/ìllcox at a
surprise bøby shower planned by
students on January 26 in the
Berman Lounge. Tammy and
husband, Rod, are now proud
parents ofø son, Jake, 7lhs. 10oz-,
bo¡n on February 14.
The United Nations Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks
lv Miorator :ksand High y if,igratory Fish Stoc
by Professor of Løw ønd Direaor, Mørine Inw lrctitute, Alison Ríeser
It's hard to tell how much progress
was made toward improved conserva-
rion and management of high seas
fisheries at the 1993 United Nations
Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks
and Higily Migatory Fish Stocks.
With over 100 countries in attendance,
the meeting ran from July 12 to 30 at
the UN Headquarters in New York
City. In three days of opening state-
ments, and later, in two weeks of
substantive discussions, delegates
expressed a range of views, often
including almost irreconcilable
interpretations of their rights and
duties undei international law toward
the world's fishery resor¡rces. Far rnore
agreement was apparent among the
non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) participating as observers.
They called on goverrrments to put
their differences aside in the interest in
preserving these essential components
of the oceanic ecosystem and the
human communities dependent upon
them. ln the end, however, the del-
eg,ates were able to agfee only on fìe
need for additional negotiating ses-
sions.
ln late November, the UN General
Assembly authorized the two additional
negotiating sessions in March and
August, 1994. The Fish Stocks Confer-
ence must then report to the Secretary
General before the end of the 49th
General Assembly. These upcoming
sessions are likely to be the last
oppormnity for member states to adopt
global principles for high seas fisheries
and to cla¡i$ duties and criteria for
effective international management. In
orde¡ for the Conference to zucceed"
however, the parties will need to make
much greater effort than was evident in
July to find common ground.
The July, 1993 UN Fish Stocks
Conference had its origins in the
oceans chapter ofAgenda 21, the
global environmeht¿l action program
adopted at the Uruted Nations Confer-
ence and Environment and Develop-
ment (UNCED or Rio Summit). The
roots of the disagreement among states
over high seas fishing rights, however,
extend back to the negotiations ofthe
Third UN Conference on the Law of
the Sea (IINCLOS IID. At LJNCLOS
III, coastal states failed in their
attempts to incorporate language
recognizing coasøl state authority to
adopt management meåsures for high
seas fisheries adjacent to their 200-mile
Exclusive Economic Zones @EZs) in
the absence of effective international
agreement or measures. High seas
fishing states were adamant that they
would accept no further intrusion on
the traditional freedom of fishing
'beyond the Convention's recognition of
sovereign rights and e4clusive manage-
ment authority over fish stocks within
the EEZs, a right tlrat now covers 90olo
of the world's fishery resor¡rces.
Coastal states argued at UNCLOS and
again at the UN Fish Stocks Confer-
ence that their sovereign rights in and
managemeùt responsibilities for fi sh
stocks within their EEZs could be
undermined by uncontrolled high seas
fishing on the same stocks, if these
stocks were either "straddling" or :
"highly migratory."
"straddling stocks" refers to a wide
category offish species that to varying
degrees overlap the boundary between
the 200:mile limit of an EEZ and the
adjacent high seas. "Highly migratory
fish stocksP refers to species that range
over vast areas ofthe oceans, which
rnay or may not include the EEZs of
coastal states. Most species in this
category are tunas. In some cases these
high seas fisheries are the zubject of
regional international commissions
with scientific and management
responsibilities.
The 1982 United Nations Convention
for the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
includes provisions relating to the
rights and duties ofboth coastal and
distant water fishing ståtes toward
these classes of fish. These rights and
duties, however, are far from unam-
biguous, and both coastal states and
distant water fishing states find textual
support for their interpretations.
Coastal states seek recognition of a
*special interest" in the managempnt
of straddling and highly migratory
stocks. Distant water fishing states,
including Japan, Poland, Korea and the
European Community, emphasize the
principle offreedom on the high seas.
Although several international
arrangements for high seas fisheries
management were concluded after
1982, they have failed to clari$ norms
for high seas fisheries. Most arrange-
ments, if not all, have proven inefrec-
tive in constraining ñshing efrort on
fish stocks outside of EEZs, This lack
of agreement was reflected in the
pre¡aratory meetings for the IJNCED.
Despite recognition of serious problems
in many high seas fish stocks, the
parties were unable to reach ány
substantive agreement on the interna-
tional duties for inclusion in Agenda
21. AtPrepCom 4 in New York C¡ty in
lvlarclú 1992, the ocgans chapter of
Agenda 2l was the last part to be
completed. Sharp differences between
coastal states and high seas fishing
states were evident; the parties were
only able to agree on an eleventh-hour
compromise ofrered by the U.S. (at the
request ofthe Secretary General) that
called for a 1993 conference on the
straddling and migratory fi sh. stocks
issues, that was to be addressed "in
light of rhe uNcl-os."
In light of these shar-p differences, it
was therefore not surprising that the
UN Fish Stocks Conference made only
slow, if any, progress. The Conference
Chair, Ambassador Satya Nandan of '
Fiji, did his best to set a tone of
urgency and shared responsibility,
reminding delegates in his opening
statement of recent authoritative
reports that'most world ñsheries are
either over-exploited or depleted. He
defined the Conference's task as gving
meaning to the IJNCLOS obligations to
conserve and manage high seas fish
stocks, and then presided over ext€n-
sive discussions ofa concise list ofkey
issues he had prepared at the request of
the Conference at its organizational
session in April, 1993. The iszues
included the meaning of the duty to
cooperate in the conservation and
management of high seas fish stocks,
criteria for regional management
organizations, flag state responsibili-
ties, dispute settlement, consistency
with coastal state measures and the
special requirements of developing
states. To focus the discussions on each
major issue, Chairman Nandan
presented a draft set ofprinciples
whicl¡ after the discussions; he revised
and submitted to the plenary as a drafr
negotiating text on the final day of the
meeting. The Chair's negotiating text
(A/Conf. 164113) can be found in
Environmental Policy and Low,vol.
23, no. 6, pp. 281-287.
In a move designed to focus the
discussion and to set out in detail the
coastal states' position, delegates from
Argentina, Canada" Chile, Iceland and
New Zealand submitted a d¡aft conven-
tion at the end of the first week (4,/
CONF. t64lL.I l/Rev.I). This
documenl's circulation also helped to
raise the question of what legal form the
Conference's final product should take.
Coastal states, Canada in particular,
urged that it take the form ofa binding
convention. Others, including the
European Community, said that only
guidelines were necessaÐ/. Variations
on the guidelines approach that were
discussed in the corridors included a
stand-alone document or a General
Assembly resolution or statement of
principles reflecting a definitive
interpretation of the high seas fishing
provisions of the 1982 LOS Conven-
tion. The Chair, however, asked that
the question of legal instruments be
discussed outside the Conference to
ensure that all attention focused on the
substantive issues. The NGOs support
the adoption ofa binding convention as
the only effective way to ensure
adherence to conservation duties. They
are using the intersessional period to
g¿urer support for lhis position. .
While the delegates prepare for the
nexl negotiating session of the tlN Fish
Stocks Conference developments in
other fora have the potential to affect
international legal standards for the
conduct ofhigh seas fisheries. Under
the auspices of the UN Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO),
members are negotiating a Convention
on Flagging of Fishing Vessels, part of
a larger Code ofConduct on Respon-
sible Fishing, to constrain the use of
flags ofconvenience by high seas
fishing vessels seeking to evade
obligations under regional fishery
arrangements. The FAO has played a
supporting role in the UN Fish Stocks
Conference. On the last day of the
rneeting, the delegates asked the FAO
to prepare two discussion papers in the
intersessional period. One paper will
discuss the meaning of the precaution-
ary principle in the context of fisheries
management. The other will explore
the concept of "maximum sustainable
yield."
In addition, regional negotiations are
under way to address two of the most
contentious straddling stocks problems
in the northern hemisphere: fishing in
the Central Bering Sea high seas
enclave known as the "Donut Hole"
and on the Grand Banks offNewfound-
land, Canada just outside the Canadian
EEZ. The Bering Sea negotiations
among the U.S., Russi4 Poland, Korea,
Japan and China finally resulted in an
agreement in February. Agreement has
been very difficult to obtain on a
regional management and catch
allocation mechanism to take effect
once the current fishing moratorium is
lifted. Catches of Alaskan pollock from
this a¡ea dropped from a peak of 1.4
million metric tons in 1989 to around
I1,000 metric tons in 1992.
In the Northwest Atlantic, a regional
fishery organizatior¡ the North Atlantic
Fisheries Organization (NAFO) hâs
been in place since 1978, but compli-
ance by members with the agæÅ
quotas has not been uniform at the
same time that fishing by non-parties,
including the U.S., has increased. The
rnost ditñcult dispute has been between
the European Community and Canada.
In De¡ember,1992, the two agreed to
seek changes in NAFO to improve
decision-making and increase compli-
ance. Canada, in the meantime, has
shut down its domestic cod fisheries
along the coasts of Neu¡foundland and
eastern Nova Scotia due to the precipi-
tous drop in stock size.
Another coastal state has taken a very
different approach. Chile declared in a
1991 ñsheries law a'?resential Sea"
encompassing over 7.5 million square
miles of new high seas space as an areâ
reserved for its economic and scientific
needs. This unilateral declaration of
authority is viewed with concern
among the supporters of a stable
regime of ocean law.
As an observer for the American
Society oflnternational Law at the
U.N. Fish Conference, with support
from the Thompson Fund for the Study
of Marine Law, I have had an invalu-
able opportunity to witness how nâtions
grapple with their often conflicting
interests while at the same time
recognize their interdependence within
the global environment. It will be
interesting to see ifcollective action
can be ag¡eed upon in time to protect
the world's g¡eat oceanic resoluces. r
Alison Rieser
Alison Rieser is Professor of Law and Director of the Marine Law Institute,
where she oversees legat and public policy research on ocean pollutioq coast¿l
land use, fisheries, and international ma¡itime relations. She teaches Ocean
Law, Coastal TaneLaw, Environmental Law, Environmental Law Research &
Writing Semina¡, and Envi¡onment¿l Law Clinic. Rieser attended the United
Nations Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highty Migratory Fish
Stocks in July 1993 wirh a gant from the Thompson Fund foi the Study of
Marine Law. Her observations about the conference were published in the
November-December 1993 American Society of Internatiinal Lqw Newsletter,
and are re-printed here with their permission.
Elízøbeth R Butle¡'79
Presidents
Column
Our thanks to David Corson,
lmmediate Past President, for his
outstanding service, as well as
retiring Board members Jeri
Brown, Peter DeTroy, Ann
Mohnkern, James Roux, Susan
Shorey, and Craig Nelson. We
look forward to building on their
successfirl efiorts in the coming
ye¿u.
ln this important year of
transition for the University of
Maine School of Law, the Alumni
Association looks fonvard to
lending its support to the School
in several ways:
. Enhancing alumni financial
support for the Law School:
. Assisring the Law School in
strengthening its services to the
citizens of Maine and in c,ornmu-
nicating the extent of those
services effecúvely: and
, Reviewing whether education
semina¡s or other services to Law
School alumni should be ex-
panded.
The Board of the Alumni
Association met on Jantary 26,
1994, to review these objectives in
an extended planning session. At
the meeting, the Boa¡d divided into
several subcommittees, each tasked
with a specific mission:
. Fandraising Committee. Chair 
-June Zellers. This standing committee
continues its work to review fund
raising possibilities and how they can
complement on-going t¿w School
progfess.
. Annual Alumni Event Planning.
Chair 
- 
Kap Powers. This Commit-
tee will coordinate planning of the
Annual Event for Alumni, and review
whether the format should be modi-
fied to increase attendance.
. Alumni/Student Committee. Chair
- 
Rob Hoy. This standing committee
coordinates the student orient¿tion
program and the continuing atumni
mentor program.
. Alumni Education. Chair 
- 
David
Silk. This new Committee will review
whether the Law School should take a
more active role in educational
prograrns or seminars for alumni and
what format best serves the needs of
alumni.
The activities of each committee will
be outlined in futr¡re newsletters.
One exciting possibility being
considered by the Board and its
Fundraising Committee is a Public
service tuition forgiveness program.
The concept under consideration
involves an award of a "fuition
forgiveness scholarship" to a Law
School graduate who accepts a public
servic¿ position providing legal
services to needy Maine citizens. This
program would be designed to
enhance public service by Maine
graduates, while complementing the
tægal NeBds Assessment Study of the
Maine Cou¡ts as well as existing
Legal Serviæs prog¡ams.
All suggestions and comments from
alr¡mni to improve Association
activities are weløme. Please share
them with either Joan Amerling,
Director of Alumni Relations and
Development, or with me directlY.
Hopeñrlly, I will have an opportunity
to meet many of you at uPcoming
Alumni Association regional lunches
or the Annual Dinner. I
Alumni News
'7 I uoo.williams.Brownell
served onthe facultyfor the Maine St¿te
Ba¡ Association's CLE Progran¡
"Federal Couf Practice inthe 90's: Life
on the Fast Track," held February 4 in
Augusta.
'7 2 Peter J. DeTroy lirf served on
the faculty for the Maine Søte Bar
Association's CLE program, "Manag-
ing a Law Practice: Eliminating the
ni*s an¿ Securing the Rewards," held
March 4 and 5 at Sugarloaf"
'7 3 wiiliam P. Hardy and S.
Peter Mills served on the faculty for
the Maine State Bar Association's CLE
progr¿ìm, "Workefs' ComPensation
Dispute Resolution: Is There Any Role
for Lawyers?", held February 18 in
Augusta.
'7 4 Paul \[-. Chuken rs the author
of "Mandatory Continuin g l-egal
Education," in the Maine Bar Journal"
January, 1994. Allison C. Morrill is
now doing research on Women and
HIV prevention at Yale University in
the PsychologY DePartment' RalPh
Ttrcker, former executive director of
the Maine Workers' ComPensation
Commission, has joined the law firm of
McTeague, Higbee, Libner, lvlacAdam,
Câs€ & Watson, ToPshatq Maine.
'7 5 J. ScottDavishasbeenelected
to a two year term as a Director at Large
of the National Organization of Bar
Counsel. He was also afeatured speaker
on two different panels at the recent
annual meeting ofthe NOBC in Kansas
City, entitled "Current Developments,"
and "Reinstatement Procecdings : A
Practical Approach." He served onthe
faculty for the Maine State Bar
Association's CLE program, "Manag-
ing a Law Practice: Eliminating the
Risks and Securing the Rewards," held
March 4 and 5 at Sugarloaf. Leo J"
Delicata served on the faculty of the
MSBA's CLE progran¡ "Elder Law
1994," held in Portland on March 3 1.
Brian M. Dench istheauthorof
"Avoiding Federal Estate Tax on
Inflation," in the Maine BarJournal,
January, I 994. He also served onthe
faculty of the Maine St¿te Bar
Association's CLE progran¡ "Basics of
Business Structuring," heldMa¡ch 18"
in Augusta. MarkE. DunlaP hasbeen
Hon. Ratph Ross '51 of Sanford,
Maine, long-time District Court
judge-at-large, died on larluary 27,
-1994, 
after a brief illness. Born in
Victoriaville, Quebec, Ross graduated
from Sa¡rford High School, attended
the University of Maine, and served
rn the Manne Corps, before entenng
Portlar¡d University Law School and
graduating cum laude. He practiced
law in Sanford before being ap
pornted to the bench. He is sr¡rvived
by his wife of 46 years, Mary Irene
Johnson Ross, two daughters, three
sons, four sisters, 13 grandchildren
and one great-grandchild.
Robert E Noonan '71 died at his
residence in Portland on January 6,
1994. He was born in Portland, and
graduated from Cheverus High
School and Boston College before
cntenng the Law School. AfÌer
clerkrng lbr Justice Charles A.
Pomroy of the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court, he joined fuchardson
& Troubh, where he practiced until
his death, chairing the Workers'
Compensation Department. In
December, 1993, the Portland
Country Club, in consideration for his
years of services, voted him to serve
as presrdent-designate for 1994. He
leaves his wife of 34 years, Patricia
A. McGeeha¡ Noonan, two sons, one
daughter, a sister and two grandchil-
drer¡. After a memorial mass on June
10, his friends gathered at the
Portland Country Club in celebration
of Bob's life.
Carol Goodman '74 died of
complications relating to cancer on
Septernber 24,1993, af her home in
Pacific Palisades, California. She is
srwived by her daughter, Elizabeth,
who is hnishing the year at Harvard-
Westlake School in Los Angeles and
w¡ll be attendrng Yale Universrty in
the lbll. A serv¡ce was held rn Millis,
Massachusetts on September 26. A
graduate of Barna¡d College,
Goodman graduated from the Law
School magna cum laude. Ir¡ I 992 she
joined the law firm of Bryan Cave as
a partr¡er, where she specialized in
secunties and complex business
litigatron. She had previously worked
at the law hrms of Thelen, Marrin,
Johnson & Bridges, in l,os Angeles
and LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby &
MacRae, in their New York City and
Salt Lake City ofïices.
elected President of the Cumberland
Counry Bar Association.
"7 6 Christopher S. Beach is the
author of"Conservation and Legal
Politcs: The Struggle for Public Water
Power in Maine, 1900-1923," in the
Maine Historical Society Quarterly. He
received his Ph.D. in Canadian-
American studies from the University
of Maine in l99l and is now teaching
courses in history and law at University
of Maine at Farmington. Frederick H"
Greene served as Prognm Co-
Chairperson for the Maine State Bar
Association"s CLE program, "Work"
ers' Compensation Dispute Resolution:
Is There Any Role for Lawyers?", held
Febnrary 18 in Augusta. He and JohnÀ Woodcock served on the faculty.
trra \ilaldman served on the Planning
Committee and as a panelist at the llth
Annual Real Property Institute's
program, "Restructuring Real Property
Relationships," held February 4 and 5
in San Francisco, California. He also
has been a panelist recently for the Los
Angeles County Bar Association's
progr¿rm, "Non-Judicial Foreclosure:
Pidalls, Prafalls & Safe Harbors," for
a California Ba¡ Association CLE
program, "Coping with Government
Regulation of Real Property," and for
1992 American Ba¡ Association
programs, "Ground Leasing," and
"Foreclosure Workshop 
- 
Hot Tips."
'77 John H. Montgomery and
Graydon G. Stevens served on the
faculty of the Maine State Bar
Association's CLE program, "Federal
Cou¡t Practice in the 90's: Life on the
Fast Track", held Febnrary 4 in
Augusta. Louise I(. Thomas served on
the faculty of the MSBA's CLE
program, "Managing a Law Practice:
Eliminating the Risks and.Securing the
Rewards", held Ma¡ch 4 and 5 at
Sugarloaf.
'7 8 on November 8, 1993, James
Russell and John Baker '79 were
appointed Associate Judges on the U.S.
Army Court of Military Appeals. They
are thejuniorjudges on this appellate
couf, located in northern Virginia near
the Pentagon.
' 7 I John E. Bakerand Jim Russell
'78 were appointed Associate Judges on
the U.S. Army CourtofMilitary Appeals
on November 8, 1993. Dennis
Levandoski was recently certiñed in
Civil Trial Advocacy by the National
tsoard of Trial Advocacy. He and
ChristopherDinan '82 conducted a
seminar, "Trying the Automobile Injury
Case in Maine," sponsoredby the
National Business Institute, held
"Ianuary 20 in Portland.
"8O Michael R. Currie hasbeen
elected a Fellow of the Amêrican
College of Trust and Estate Counsel.
He also served as faculty of the lvfaine
State Bar Association's CLE progam,
"Basics of Business Structuring," held
March l8 in Augusta. Beth Dobson
served on the faculty of the MSBA's
CLE progran¡ "Managing a Law
Practice: Eliminating the Risks and
Securing the Rewards" held March 4
and 5 at Sugarloaf. Ruth E.
Plagenhoef has been appointed to
serve ¿¡s First Assistant United States
Attorney for the Western District of
Virginia. She has been with the U.S.
Attorney's Office as an Assistant U.S.
Attorney since 1991. While living in
Texas, she worked in the Dallas
County District Attorney's Office,
where she was appointed to oversee the
prosecution of obscenity and child
pornography offenses. In 1989 the U.S.
Department of Justice tapped her to
prosecute similar cases at the national
level, which she did until her transfer
to the U.S. Attorney's Office in 1991.
Judith Fletcher Woodbury served on
the faculty ofthe MSBA'S CLE
program, "The Title Search: Old
Eugaboos and Hot Topics," held
February 9 in Aggusta.
'8 I noould Bissonnette served on
the faculty of the Maine State Bar
Association's CLE program, "The
Title Search: Old Bugaboos and Hot
Topics," held February 9 in Augusta.
Martha À Grant served on the
faculty of the MSBA's CLE program,
"Elder Law 1994," held March 3l in
Portland. David Shove is working as a
Securities Analyst at Fox-Pitt, Kelton
in New York City. Mary E. Valle has
been working in-house as a title
attorney with the Commonwealth Land
Title Insurance Company in Boston
since July, 1992.
'82 Christopher C. Dinan and
Dennis Levandoski '79 conducted a
seminår, "Trytng the Automobile
Injury Case in Maine"" sponsored by
Givertz Receives
Glassman Award
Fhyllis G. Gívertz'74
Phyllis G. Givertz '74 was one of
the flrrst recipients of the Caroline
Duby Glassman Awa¡d, presented at
the Maine State Ba¡ Association's
Annual Meeting on January 21.
Givertz was cited as an exemplary
leader and mentor for women in the
Maine Bar. She was the first female
law clerk on the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court. the first female
examrner on the Maine Board of
Bar Examiners, and the first female
the National Business Institute, held in
Portland on January 20. Carolyn G.
\ilalker writes that her nursery"
Carolyn's Shade Perennials, is doing
well going into its second se¿¡son.
'8 3 Thomas A. Dyhrberg a¡d M.
lVlichaela ùlurphy served on the
faculty of the Maine State Ba¡
Association's CLE program, "Defend-
ing OUI Cases," held March I I in
Ellsworth. Sharon L. McHold is the
newesl member of Conflict Solutions,
Portland. a hrm specializing in
alternatives to resolving disputes such
as mediation, arbitration, partnering
and trarning in conflict management.
She will specialize in divorce and
environmental mediation. Daniel R
Warren published a review of a book
by Cathy Bennett and Robert
Hirschhorn entitled "Bennett's Guide
to Jury Selection and Trial Dlnamics in
Civil and Criminal Litigation" in the
American Trial Lawyers Association
president of the Maine State Bar
Association.
As Maine State Bar President,
Givertz was credited with making the
Ba¡ Association more accessible to
women. She was instrumenøl in the
creation of the Committee on the Status
of Women Attorneys. She is regarded
as an important voice in the Family
Law Section of the Bar, where she has
advocated for women and established
herself as an important leader and
mentor.
Givertz shared the first Glassman
award with Joyce A. Wheeler, Counsel
for the University of M¿ine System and
Hon. Harriet P. Henry, Maine District
Coun Judge atLarge from 1973 to
1990.
The Glassman Award was created to
honor and celebrate the achievement of
tvomen members of the Maine ba¡ both
in the legal profession and in the
community. It will be awarded annu-
ally to a rvomân rnember of the Maine
Bar who has demonstrated excellence
in one or more of the following areas:
worked to remove ba¡riers and advance
the position of women in the profession
or community; worked to educate the
bench, bar or public on the status of
women within the profession; or, acted
as role model for less experienced
women lawyers. t
publication, Tri al Magazine.
'f34 Jeffrey T. Angley is working
"of counsel" to Jeftey J. Phillips and
Associates, P.C. in Boston. Edward F.
Saxby, Jr. was on the faculty of the
Maine St¿te Bar Association's CLE
progrÍrm, "Elder Law 1994," held on
March 3l in Portland. Drew Swenson,
formerly with KPMG Peat Ma¡wiclq is
now with Berry Dunn McNeil &
Parker, Portland.
'8 5 Brett D. Baber has become a
partner in the law ñrm of Rudman &
Winchell, Bangor, Maine. Robert W.
Bower, Jr. served on the faculty of the
Maine State Bar Association's CLE
progmm, "Worker's Compensation
Dispute Resolution: Is There Any Role
for Lawyers?", held Febnrary 18 in
Augusta. Jeri Brown has been
promoted from assistant vice president
of government relations to vice
president of government relations for
Guaranty National Companies, a
specialty insurer headquartered in
Englewood, Colorado. Paul S. Bulger
\ry¿¡s on the faculty of the MSBA's CLE
program, "Elder Law 1994," held in
South Portland on March 31. Edward
J. Kane was named senior executive,
govemment affairs and law, at Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Maine. He
joined Blue Cross and Blue Shield
three years ago as counsel for govern-
ment affairs, having served previously
as a consultant in that capacity.
Vendean V. Vafiades, Deputy Attor-
ney General of Maine, is the new
Presidentælect of the Maine Bar
Foundation. Barbara \ilalsh has
opened her own office in Braintree"
Massachusetts and recently gave birth
to her first child, Jake Walsh
Parenteau, on June 29, 1993. David
Zesiger is now working as Senior
Counsel for the United States House of
Represenfatives Telecommunications
and Finance Subcommittee.
'86 Eric Bryant was recently
written up in the Portland Press Herald
f,or his blooming second career ¿¡s a
singer in an a capella group, "Guys
with Ties." Wayne R Í'oote, formerly
a sole practitioner in Bangor, an-
nounced a new partnership for the
practice of law with Martha S. Temple,
Foote & Temple, 157 Park Street,
Bangor. I)eanna Staples is now the
Director of the Children and Families
Unit in the Attorney General's Office.
Bruce À Van Note served on the
faculty of the Maine State Bar
Association's CLE program,
"Worker's Compensation Dispute
Resolution: Is There Any Role for
Lawyers?', held February 9 in Augusta.
"87 Diane Dusini is the co-author,
with David P. Crocker '89, of "A Tale
of Two Codes: A Primer of Bankruptcy
Tax Law," inthe Maine Bar Journal,
January, 1994. Craig T. Gardner
served on the proglam for the Maine
State Bff Association's CLE program,
"Defending OUI Cases", held March
1l in Ellsworth. Norine Jewell is now
working at the Future's Group in
Washington, D.C. Edward Rabasco,
Jr. was recently elected chairman of
the Lewiston Planning Board and has
been appointed And¡oscoggin County
Chairman for James Howaniec's
gubernatorial campaign.
Paul W, Chaiken'74
Paul W. Chaiken '74, partner
with the Bangor law firm of
Rudman & Winchell, has taken on a
number of challenges as President
of the Maine State Bar Association
this year. ln conjunction with
national efforts, Maine's Bar
Association is focusing throughout
the year on the unmet needs of
child¡en, through rymposia,
meetings and conferences. "Even if
attorneys practice in a¡eas not
traditionally involving child¡en,"
Chaiken said, "they have a unique
ability to help children. Some firms
have 'adopted' schools or classes.
Many attorneys volunteer with
youth groups and scouts." More
"88 Marshall Waldron is now
working for the law office of Pallas &
Waldron.
'89 David P. Crocker, with Diane
Dus¡ni '87, is the co-author of "A Tale
of Two Codes: A Primer of Bankruptry
Tax Law," in lhe Maine Bar Journal,
January, 1994. Joe Farrell and his
wife announce the birth of Lucas on
October 14,1993. Lucas joins siblings
Tomas and Conor. Donald \il.
lVlacomber served as faculty for the
Maine SÞte Bar Association's CLE
attention to children now, he pointed
out, could prevent those children frorn
having problems in the future.
The Association is also continuing its
work in the a¡eas of quality of practice
and the image of lau'yers. Shortly after
becoming president, however, Chaiken
said, he had to focus on an unexpected
issue. Maine's executive branch
proposed a tax on lanyers, a fee that
would raoge from $100 to $500,
depending on years ofexperience.
The Bar Association fought the tax.
"\il'e saw the obvious problem of
separation ofpowers and a general
problem of fairness,n'he said. The $1.5
million from the t¿>r would have been
used to offset the cost of the indigent
representation prograrn, a cause the
Association believes must be fr¡nded
adequately, Chaiken said, but not by
this method.
"There is no question that our court
system is severely under-funded," he
added. "When this legislative session
ends, I hope to work with the Chief
Justice and other interested parties to
organize a bipartisan and interdiscipli-
nary group which will analyze the
entire court ñrnding issue and present
recommendations to the Legislature."
Chaiken has another task ahead of
him that recent MSBA presidents
haven't faced- The Association's
executive director for the past 2l years,
Ed Bonney, is retiring in 1997. With
other Association ofücers, he feels a
spe¡ial responsibility to have the
organization in good shape for the
future. I
program, "Defending OUI Cases",
held Ma¡ch I I in Ellsworth. Rebecca
J. Sargent has become Assistant Vice
President and Trust Officer of Union
Trust Company in Ellsworth, Maine.
Since graduation, she has worked for
the law firm of Loughlin & Wade in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. John I(
Veroneau has been named legislative
director of Senator William Cohen's
congressional staff in Washington,
D.C. A legislative assistant for Cohen
since graduation, he will now supervise
the legislative staff.
'gO Paul W. Cadigan has been
rnade a partner in the law firm of,
Reagan, Adams & Cadigan,
Kennebunk, in January tr994, and the
firm has changed its name to reflect
this change. Scott M. Charlton is now
working for the Grays Harbor County
Prosecutor's Office in Montesano, WA.
'91 v^nhew Campbell has
recently moved from the Portsmouth,
New tlampshire office of Northeast
Land Title,Inc. to the AuburrU Maine
office. Dennis J. O'Donovan w¿¡s on
the faculty of the Maine State Bar
Association's CLE program, "Elder
Law 1994," held on March 3l in
Fortland.
' I 2 Krisna Basu is now the Assis-
tant Corporation Counsel for the City of
Boston Law Department. Debra Gotlib
has returned from a year of studying at
WUJS Institute in Jerusalem, Israel,
where she also did some workforthe
Anti-Defamation League. She began
working as an assistant attorney general
in Child Protective Services in Bangor
on March 7. Thomas R" Kelly, who had
been clerking for the Maine Superior
Court, is now doing contract work for
two Portland law ñrms, Amerling &
Burns and Friedman & Babcock, Josh
Krell is working as an Assistant
Attorney General in the Criminal
Bu¡eau's Division of Employment and
Training in Boston where he is prosecut-
ing unemploymentbenefitfraud andthe
non-payment of employer security taxes.
Elizabeth Anne Simoni is working for
the Atlantic Title Company in South
Portland. Andrew Strongin isnow
working as a Labor Arbitrator in the
Offices of Seymour Strongin,P.C.
"93 Brian Johnson is busy
studying for the Utah Bar exam, while
working at the First Security Bank.
Jeff Newcombe has passed the
Massach-:setts Bar Exam. He was also
appointed to the Zoning Boa¡d of
Appeals, elected to the Board of
Directors of his county's Civil Liberties
IJnion. He is hosting his own cable
television show and is a volunteer
citizenship teacher for Catholic
cha¡ities. I
Chaitren Leads
llllaine Bar Association
Managing a Law Firm in the l99Os
The way law is being practiced and
the way solutions to legal problems are
being forged have changed dramati-
cally dunng the past few years. The
economic slowdown that began in the
late 1980's has had a large impact on
law firms everywhere. Robert F.
Hanson '71, managing partner of the
Fortland law ñrm Norman, Hanson &
DeTroy, believes that other factors
have had an even greater impact on
Marne firms: too many lawyers for the
legal work available, the growth of in-
house counsel, legislative attempts to
control litigation costs and, in Maine,
the changes in workers" compensation.
Others agree. "There has been a sea
change in the way law firms do
business," observes Gregory À
Tselikis '69, managing partner of the
Portland law firm, Bernstein, Shur"
Sawyer & Nelson, "and firm manage-
ment must reflect that change.l' We
t¿lked to a few of our graduates who
are managing law firms of di-fferent
sizes, in different locations, which do
different kinds of work; their assess-
ments of the challenges of managing a
law firm in the 90's follow.
Marticu Douglas'77
Martica Douglas '77 has practiced
at a small Portland defense litigation
firm, Douglas,lVhiting & Denham,
since graduation. "In 1977, it was easy
to run a profitable office. We didn't use
paralegals or computers, our ofüces
weren't fancy, female litigators were
few and far between, and, as I recall it,
ou¡ cent¡al focus was on mastering
our crafr,"' she said.
During the growth period of the
early 80's, Douglas said, the focus
shifred "until the bottom line domi-
nated ou¡ collective professional
consciousness and the billable hour
became transcendent." Salaries
escalated as did overhead and hourly
rates. Now, she said, "the focus is on
survival." The client base has sh¡unk
while the lawyei population continues
to increase.
The key to managing a firm like
hers, she said, is maximizing effi.
ciency so as to lower costs for clients.
"We are moving away ftom the
t¡aditional l:l ratio between litigation
lawyers and secretaries," she com-
mented, "and increasing our use of
computers and paralegals." Salary
expectations are also being adjusted.
'We can no longer take itfor granted
that lawyers' salaries will b€ ñvo to
four times greater than those of our
public school teachers."
At the same time, Douglas added,
she continues to place a high value on
the positive work environment her
ñrm has created for lawyers and staff.
"A central challenge of the 90's will
be to maintain and cultivate enlight-
ened business practices in the face.of
an increasingly competitive market-
place."
Greg Tselikis's 50-plus person
firm has offices in Portland, Augusta
and Kennebunk. He agrces that the
legal profession has become far more
competitive in the last few years.
Client loyalties to a single firm" he
commente{ have diminished "in
favor of transactional based relations
in which clients hire a variety of
lawyers with the best skills they can
find in particular zubjects."
Firm structures, Tselikis said, have
changed ftom a t¡aditional "pyramid"
model to an "hourglass" model. The
associate to partner ratio has d¡opped
ftom 3:l or more to less than 2:1,
increasing reliance on a smaller group
ofhighly trained paralegals and senior
associates in the middle, and fewer
first year associates af the bottom.
As more clients resist being charged
for learning time by recent graduates,
Tselikis said, firms will hire trained
larvyers relocating from other firms.
Greg Tselikís'69
They have, and will, shed unprofitable
partners and associates an{ he
predicts, recruitment of new associates
will remain below the levels of the
1980's for the foreseeable fi¡ture"
'Skilled lawyers interested in contract
or non-traditional positions ivill
compete effectively for positions
historically reserved to new gradu-
ates," he ad$ed. And, as lauyers seek a
balance between hard work and quality
of life, non-equity tracks, sataried
partners, part-time anangements and
other approaches will be used more.
"Management must constantly oversee
the evolution of the firm's compensa-
tion system so that it is perceived as
fair and responsive to the ghanging
realities of the firm," he said:
"The fiJture," Tselikis believes,
"belongs to lawyers with special
capabilities in important practice areas
who can run their practices as sound
businesses. Management must ready
itself for that reality."
Bob Eanson aglees. "Running a
ñrm as an efficient business has
become essential," he said. He has
been involved with the management of
"r 
3g.plus person law firm from tlre
time Norman, Hanson & DeTroy
opened its doors as Norman and
Hanson in 1975. He echoed Martica
Douglas'view of the current situation:
"The changes in the practice oflaw
mean a decrease in the work available
for lawyers and an increase in the
competition for that work. Just being
competent is not good enough any
more."
Perhaps most important, he said, is
the effect on the way his firm relates to
clients. "We no longer aszume that
high quality work alone will keep our
clients happy. We attempt to establish
personal partnerships with them 
- 
to
understand their needs and accommo-
date them. Our lines of communication
are more open than they used to b€. We
make sure two-rvay communication is
established and occurs frequently. We
try to'demysti$'the practice of law
and create a true partnership.'l These
changes, Hanson pointed out, "are
good."
For five years, Clint Stuntebeck '68
was Chairman of the Business Depart-
ment of the 200-plus person Philadel-
phia law hrm, Schnadgr, Harrison,
Segal & Lewis, a full service firm with
a national and international practice
and branch offices in seven other cities.
[Ie agrees with graduates involved in
managing Maine law firms that the
practice of law is undergoing tremen-
dous changes. "Butr" he said, "we
need to step back and look at what's
happening in our country and in the
world. Eúery business enterprise is
undergoing change like never before."
For law firms, he said, that means
"rethinking how we conduct business,
the way we provide legal services, the
way we bill, how much we bill, the
sÞecialties we focus on and how we
market ourselves."
Like Bob Hanson, Stuntebeck
believes it is no longer enough to be the
brightest and most capable lawyer and
agrees that good relationships with
clients have become essential. "You've
got to be able to relate to clients, their
needs and their demands, wen when
those demands are un¡easonable."
You want to have the client understand
why a litigation or a transaction is
complex, he said. "Even if you do a
fantastic job, if the client doesn't
understand it, he won't be happy with
you or the bill."
The number one priority for his firm,
and most firms, Stuntebeck sai4 is the
delivery ofhigh quality legal services.
MaÍketing the fact that you do that,
however, has become a much bigger
factor. Marketing can take different
forms, he said, including " a little more
chesGpounding about good results than
in the past." He finds many clients with
whom his firm has good long-standing
relationships are very loyal, while
olhers will interview several firms for a
new matter, and still others will have
law firms aggressively pursuing thern.
Clients are still concerned about getting
good results, he added, but costs and
responsiveness are much bigger factors.
Clint S'tuntebeck'68
John E. Sedgewick t77 has been
managing partner of the Lewiston law
firm Berman & Simmons since 1988.
tWhile he ag¡ees with others that the
90's have brought tremendous changes
in the practice of law, he said his firm
has not been affected dramatically by
many of these clnnges. 'I think the
challenges that face our firm today are
very much like those faced by Ben
Berman in 1917," he said. "We deliver
legal services to individuals. They turn
to us when they have problems 
-criminal or civil 
- 
and we need to do
a good job communicating with them
and efficiently solve their problems."
tsecause the firm works primarily for
individuals, he pointed out, it has never
relied on a few institutional clients.
The increased competition for institu-
tional clients that has affected the
atmosphere and business base of many
ñrms consequently hasn't been an
imporønt factor at Berman &
Simmons.
Sedgewick spent his first few years
as managing partner dealing with
administrative issues such as expansion
and restoration of the firm's offices,
computerizing accognting records,
updating tlte firm's insurance coverage
and pension plans, and building a new
administrative staff.
The critical issues for Berman &
Simmons in the 90's are keeping
lawyers on top of increasingly demand-
ing Court rules and schedules and
competing effectively with television
advertising. "We know we want to
continue to serve the same type of
clients we are serving and wè also
know we can't take it for gfanted that
clients will come to us based on or¡r
reputation," he said. Sedgewick still
believes "our best advertising is doing
a good job with our day to day workfor
eústing clients." He sees his role now
as he saw it in the 80's 
- 
"to make it
fohn E. Sedgewick'
easy for lawyers to do their job well,
without having them distracted by
administrative headaches. "
R.ebecca H. Farnum '77 views the
challenges of managing a firm in the
i990's from her role as a managing
partner at Thompson & Bowie, an I l-
person Fortland law firm, and with the
perspective gained from her recent
tenure as President of the Maine State
Bar Association.
She believes changes in technology
are responsible for many of the
challenges law firms face today.
Technologl, she pointed out, has made
lawyers readily available to clients.
"There is no opportunity to think about
an issue and respond the next day.
Technologr has added stress and a
feeling of loss ofcontrol over our
schedules."
She echoed Bob Hanson's words
about the increased importance of good
communication with clients. The
challenge for lawyers is to make sure
clients view them as "only humans, not
superhumans, that their expectations
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are realistic," she said.
Technological improvements, she
pointed out, have generated higher
expenses for law firms. While clients
expect the availability offaxes,
standardized forms, computerized legal
research and accessibility by car phone,
she said, they are not necessarily
willing to pay for these services. They
certainly might question the validity of
paylng for lawyers' ability to revise
instantaneously or send out bills faster,
she said. "Technological costs have
been a major component in the
increases in lawyers' houdy rates;" she
said, "clients are now asking ifthey
want to spend $150 or more an hour on
an attorney. If lawyers were charging
$35 an hour, we would have more than
enough legal work to do."
"tr am not sure we ate over-
lawyered," Farnum commented. "The
real issue is that clients are questioning
the value oflegal services." lvfanaging
partners, she said, need to help lawyers
develop realistic salary expectations,
"and realistically, lauyers will earn
less rather than more money in the
years ahead than in the past few
years." Realistic expectations of
clients and realistic expectations of,
lawyers, she believes, are the key to
helping lawyers meet the challenge of
the 90's: continuing to provide quality
legal services at afrordable costs. r
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